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e-chapter 6

pow+tree+twa forWriting Persuasively from
Source Text: Lesson Plans, Materials, and Tips*

Karen R. Harris and Steve Graham

This e-chapter accompanies and supplements: Harris, K. R., & Graham, S.
(2017). Self-regulated strategy development: Theoretical bases, critical instruc-
tional elements, and future research. In R. Fidalgo & T. Olive (Series Eds.) &
R. Fidalgo, K. R. Harris, & M. Braaksma (Vol. Eds.), Studies in Writing: Vol. 34,
Design Principles for teaching effective writing: Theoretical and empirical
grounded principles (pp. 119–151). Leiden, nl: Brill Editions. We thank Amber
Ray and Julia Houston, Arizona State University, for their help in developing
these materials and in research using these materials with students, as well as
Angelique Aitkin, Ashely Barkel, and Colin Kavanagh. Previous lesson plans
for pow + tree are available in: Harris, K. R., Graham, S., Mason, L. H., &
Friedlander, B. (2008), Powerfulwriting strategies for all students, Baltimore,md:
Brookes. Lesson plans for twa are in: Mason, L., Reid, R., Hagaman, J. (2012),
Building comprehension in adolescents: Powerful strategies for improving read-
ing and writing in content areas, also published by Brookes.

Welcome/Overview

These lesson plans accompany the chapter: Harris, K. R., & Graham, S. (2017).
Self-regulated strategy development: Theoretical bases, critical instructional
elements, and future research. In R. Fidalgo, K. R. Harris, & M. Braaksma
(Eds.). Design principles for teaching effective writing: Theoretical and empirical
principles. Hershey, pa: Brill Editions.
Interested readers can find additional detailed description of srsd instruc-

tion for pow+tree+twa, a set of strategies that supports students in writing

* Harris, K. R., & Graham, S. (2017). pow + tree + twa for Writing Persuasively from Source
Text: Lesson, Plans, Materials, and Tips. In R. Fidalgo & T. Olive (Series Eds.) & R. Fidalgo,
K. R. Harris, & M. Braaksma (Vol. Eds.), Studies inWriting Series: Vol. 34. Design Principles for
Teaching EffectiveWriting. Leiden: Brill. Retrieved from doi: 10.6084/m9.figshare.5217226.
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figure 6.2

powerful opinion essays based on source text, in this article: Harris, K. R., Gra-
ham, S., Chambers, A.,&Houston, J. (2014).Turningbroccoli into ice creamsun-
daes: Self-regulated strategy development for persuasive writing using infor-
mational text. In Gansky, K. (Ed.), Write now! Empowering writers in today’s
k-6 classrooms (pp. 87–111). Newark, de: International Reading Associa-
tion.
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srsd instruction is designed to develop students’ ownership and indepen-
dent use of writing and self-regulation strategies. Instruction is scaffolded so
responsibility for writing gradually shifts from instructor to students. Students
are treated as active collaborators in the learning process, and the roles of
effort and learning powerful writing strategies are emphasized in developing
as writers. Discourse is critical in understanding students’ current writing and
self-regulation abilities, their attitudes and beliefs about writing, what they are
saying to themselves as they write, and how these factors might help or hinder
them as writers. The level and type of feedback and instructional support are
adjusted to be responsive to students’ needs. Furthermore, srsd instruction is
criterion based rather than time based; students move through instruction at
their own pace, not proceeding to later stages until they have met initial crite-
ria.
With srsd for writing, students are explicitly taught genre-specific and

general writing strategies and the background knowledge, vocabulary, and
skills needed to use these strategies (Harris &Graham, 1996; Harris et al., 2008).
They also learn to apply self-regulation procedures, including goal setting, self-
monitoring, self-reinforcement, and self-instructions, to help themmanage the
writing strategies and tasks, as well as to obtain concrete and visible evidence
of their progress. Support for generalization of strategy use across settings
other than the instructional setting is embedded throughout instruction. Six
basic stages of instruction are used to introduce and develop genre-specific
and general writing and self-regulation strategies in the srsd approach. srsd
instruction is a beginning point, not an ending. Students are able to find
their voice as a writer and continue their development as creative, confident
writers.

Table of Contents for pow + tree + twa Binder

i. Introduction—page 54
ii. Lesson Plans—page 63
iii. Source Text—page 125
iv. Fidelity—page 141
v. Materials—page 149
vi. Testing—page 172
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i Introduction Table of Contents

1. Materials in this binder
2. Common Core State Standards
3. Self-Regulated Strategy Development Stages of Instruction
4. srsd Checklist
5. Teaching Tips
6. Social Validity

Materials in This Binder
The materials in this binder are organized into six sections including an intro-
duction, lesson plans, source text, fidelity, materials, and testing. Thematerials
were originally used for a research study to validate the combination of read-
ing and writing strategies to assist students in writing a persuasive essay using
informational text and then in research on professional development with ele-
mentary teachers.
Introduction—This section starts by providing the reader with information

on using the binder. Then the Common Core State Standards for which the
strategieswere developed are provided. Next, an overviewof the Self-Regulated
Strategy Development (srsd) stages of instruction are provided and a check-
list on srsd asking which of these srsd practices do you already use when
teaching a writing strategy? Additionally, there is a list of teaching tips and
differentiation ideas from those who have used these strategies with students.
Finally, there is a page on social validity which shares the thoughts of fourth
and fifth grade students who participated in these lessons.
Lesson Plans—Detailed lesson plans are given in this section as a profes-

sional learning tool. The lesson plans are meant to provide a teacher with a
clear picture and examples of what should occur in each lesson. The lesson
plans are not scripts. Teachers should use these lesson plans as guides to
develop their own lesson plans to meet the needs of their students.
Source Text—One page informational text was written to use with lessons

on a variety of topics. The lesson plans specify the source text that was used
when these lessons were taught during a research study. Teachers are free to
pick and choose the source text theywould like to usewithin each lesson.There
are more source text topics than needed for the lessons.
Fidelity—There are one page checklists that were used when teachers in

the research study were being observed to ensure a close adherence to the
main components of the lesson plans. Teachers can use these to help develop
their own lesson plans or as a reference to the essential parts of each les-
son.
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Materials—In this section, all of the materials developed for the classroom
are provided. This includes a parent flyer, student handouts, bulletin board
idea, a completion certificate, and examples of student work.
Testing—The directions and student testing sheets that were used during

the research study for administering a pre-test and post-test are provided. They
are provided as a guide for teachers. We do recommend pre-testing students.
This will allow the teacher, students, and parents to clearly see improvement
in persuasive writing.

Common Core State Standard for OpinionWriting
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. 5.1:Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a
point of view with reasons and information.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy. 6.1:Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons
and relevant evidence.

5.1.a: Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an
organizational structure in which ideas are logically grouped to
support the writer’s purpose.

6.1a: Introduce claim(s) and organize the reasons and evidence
clearly.

5.1.b: Provide reasons that are supported by facts and details.
6.1.b: Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant evidence, using
credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or
text.

5.1.c: Link opinion and reasons using words and phrases (e.g., for
instance, in order to, in addition).

6.1.c: Use words, phrases, and clauses to clarify the relationships among
claim(s) and reasons.

5.1.d: Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion
presented.

6.1e: Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from the
argument presented.

Self-Regulated Strategy Development Stages of Instruction
Stages 1 and 2 are often combined in instruction; a stage or combination of
stages may take several lessons to complete; Stages 3 and 5 typically take
the most time in instruction; instruction is often recursive across stages, and
students should progress across stages as they meet criteria for doing so.
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1. Develop and activate knowledgeneeded forwriting and self-regulation
– Read and discuss works in the genre being addressed (persuasive
essays, reports, etc.) to develop declarative, procedural, and condi-
tional knowledge (e.g., “What is an opinion?” “What are the parts of a
persuasive essay, and are they all here?” “How do you think the author
came up with this idea, and what would you do?” “What might the
author have done to organize the ideas?” “What might the author
do when he/she gets frustrated?”); appreciation of characteristics of
effective writing (e.g., “How did the writer grab your interest?”); and
other knowledge and understandings targeted for instruction. Con-
tinue development through stage 3 as needed until all key knowledge
and understandings are clear.

– Discuss and explore both writing and self-regulation strategies to be
learned; typically, begin development of self-regulation, introducing
goal setting and age appropriate means of self-monitoring (e.g., rocket
graphs for elementary students, bar graphs for older students).

2. Discuss it (discourse is critical!)
– Discuss students’ current writing and self-regulation abilities, their
attitudes and beliefs about writing, what they are saying to themselves
as they write, and how these factorsmight help or hinder them as writ-
ers; emphasize the roles of both effort and learning powerful strategies
in becoming a better writer.

– Graphing the number of genre-specific essay elements and other tar-
geted goals included in pretest or prior essays may be done; this will
assist with goal setting (graphing prior writing can be skipped or done
during a later stage if students are likely to react negatively).

– Further discuss writing and self-regulation strategies to be learned:
purposes, benefits, and how and when they can be used or might be
inappropriate (begin generalization support).

– Introduce a graphic organizer for the writing genre and task being
addressed.

– Analyze good, grade-appropriate model papers, taking notes from
these papers on the graphic organizer to assist students in learning to
make notes.

– Analyze poor essay models, take notes on a graphic organizer for a
better essay, and write this essay collaboratively.

– Establish students’ commitment to learning strategies and acting as
collaborative partners; establish the roles of student effort and strategy
use in becoming an effective writer.
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3. Model it
– Use interactive teacher modeling and/or collaborative modeling of
writing and self-regulation strategies (including self-statements).

– Analyze and discuss strategies and the model’s performance; make
changes as needed.

– Students develop and record personal self-statements to assist them
when writing.

– Model self-assessment and self-recording through graphing of mod-
eled, collaboratively written compositions.

– Promote student development of self-regulation strategies across
other tasks and situations; discuss use in other settings (generalization
support).

4. Memorize it
– Although begun in earlier stages, require and confirmmemorization of
strategies, the meaning and importance of each step in each strategy,
any mnemonics, and self-instructions as appropriate.

– Continue to confirm and support memorization in following stages,
making sure students have memorized the mnemonics, what they
mean, and the importance of each step before stage 6.

5. Support it
– Teachers and students use writing and self-regulation strategies col-
laboratively to achieve success in composing, using prompts such as
strategy charts, personal self-statements sheets, word lists (e.g., linking
words, “million dollar words”/effective vocabulary), and graphic orga-
nizers.

– Challenging initial goals for genre elements and characteristics of writ-
ing are established collaboratively with students and individualized
as needed; criterion levels are increased gradually until final goals are
met.

– Prompts, guidance, and collaboration are faded individually (e.g.,
graphic organizer replacedwith student creatingmnemonicon scratch
paper) until the student can compose successfully alone.

– Self-regulation components (goal setting, self-instructions, self-moni-
toring, and self-reinforcement) are all being used by this stage; addi-
tional forms of self-regulation, such as managing the writing environ-
ment and using imagery, may be introduced.

– Discuss plans for maintenance; continue support of generalization.
6. Independent performance

– Students are able to use writing and self-regulation strategies indepen-
dently; teachers monitor and support/enhance as needed.
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– Fading of overt self-regulation may begin (e.g., graphing may be dis-
continued, self-statements sheets may not be out during writing).

– Plans for maintenance and generalization continue to be discussed
and implemented.

srsd:What is Familiar to You?What is New?
Which of these srsd practices do you already use when teaching a writing
strategy?
1—I do this often, 2—occasionally, 3—have tried it, 4—haven’t tried this yet

Stage 1: Activate background knowledge
I pre-assess students’ knowledge related to the writing genre (such as
elements of a story or persuasive essay, parts of a paragraph) before I
introduce a writing strategy.

1 2 3 4

I collect pre-instruction, genre specific writing samples before teaching a
new strategy and use these to help me plan instruction and meet differing
needs.

1 2 3 4

I build or strengthen identified sub-skills needed before teaching a new
strategy (Elements of a topic sentence, definition of fact versus opinion).

1 2 3 4

Stage 2: Discuss it
I provide students with mnemonics to aid them in recalling steps to a
writing strategy, and/or the elements that should be included in a genre.

1 2 3 4

I have students articulate how using a specific strategy will improve their
writing.

1 2 3 4

I have students articulate when and where else they will use the strategy
so that their use of the strategy will transfer to other settings.

1 2 3 4

I have students use a scoring system to repeatedly scoremodel and peer
writing pieces

1 2 3 4

I have students use a scoring system to repeatedly score their ownwriting
pieces.

1 2 3 4

I begin self-regulation through teaching students how to use what they
learn from scoring their writing to set goals and how to monitor their
progress toward achieving them.

1 2 3 4

Stage 3: Model it
I have students read appropriatemodel papers/mentor texts and have
them identify strengths and actively score these texts with me.

1 2 3 4
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I model each step of how to use self-regulation and writing strategies as I
write with my students, including how I deal with cognitive, behavioral,
and affective challenges.

1 2 3 4

I model self-talk targeted to my students’ needs and strengths as I model. 1 2 3 4
I teach students how to generate and use personal self-talk that helps
them stay focused on the task, persist through challenges, monitor their
performance, and self-reinforce.

1 2 3 4

Stage 4: Memorize it
I have students memorize the mnemonic for the writing strategy (what
each step means and why each step is important) through using it often.

1 2 3 4

I have students memorize the steps in the writing strategy mnemonic and
their importance through ball toss games, poems, songs, quizzes, other
activities.

1 2 3 4

I continue checking for and supporting memorization as instruction goes
on.

1 2 3 4

Stage 5: Support it
I cultivate self-regulation through teaching students to guide themselves
through all the steps of the writing process with checklists of these steps.

1 2 3 4

I plan for how I will fade the scaffolds students use (such as teaching
students to create their own graphic organizer on scratch paper;
co-writing with me) so that students can use the strategies anywhere.

1 2 3 4

I have students practice using the strategy repeatedly until initial mastery,
offering scaffolds as needed to meet individual needs.

1 2 3 4

I have students plan, draft, and revise entire pieces. 1 2 3 4
Students receive structured, consistent teacher and peer feedback, and
self-assess.

1 2 3 4

I have students score their own and peers’ writing samples so that they are
receiving and using feedback to set goals and monitor progress toward
them.

1 2 3 4

I ensure that students can see gains in their writing by having them graph
their pre-instruction scores for use of genre elements, effective vocabulary,
and so on, and the scores they receive on each subsequent piece they
write.

1 2 3 4

I help students connect the successes they have in writing to using the
self-regulation and writing strategies so that they see the value of the
strategies.

1 2 3 4

I withdraw from providing direction as I scaffold students’ learning to
self-regulate the writing process and use of specific genre strategies.

1 2 3 4
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Stage 6: Independent performance
Once students showmastery, I have them write at least two samples that
meet criteria and consider scaling up their goals and continuing
instruction in this genre.

1 2 3 4

I ask students to show evidence of having used the strategy in other
settings.

1 2 3 4

I reintroduce mnemonics and graphic organizers as needed to provide
booster sessions over time.

1 2 3 4

Tips for Teaching pow+tree+twa

1. Lesson 1—A kid explanation of persuasion: “My favorite of something,
like a band,maynot be someone else’s favorite.My job in an opinion essay
is to convince someone to like my favorite thing.”

2. An extra review activity formnemonics: Put each step on a separate sheet
of paper.Mixup the steps.Have students put the steps in the correct order.
(Can use flashcards to mix up and have students put in order.)

3. Ideas for if you have an extra few minutes at the end of the lesson:
a. Discuss target audience. How would you change your essay for a

different audience?
b. Use flashcards to review mnemonics
c. Talk about other settings we could use persuasive strategies
d. Share your favorite reasons and explanation with a partner
e. Read your essay to a partner
f. Talk about using strategies on standardized test
g. Discus where else you could find information on that topic

4. Create a folder for each student with mnemonic chart, linking words list,
self-statements sheet, and rocket graphs.

5. Create a list of self-statements created for yourself to provide a variety of
examples.

6. Have students write the letters for pow and tree on lined paper to
practice making notes sheets and then orally state the meanings. Use
students’ practice paper with pow and tree for collaborative notes

7. Lesson 6—Teacher could score each student pre-test essay and have
scores on a separate sheet. This will allow the teacher to easily conference
with students about pretests.

8. Could have students start with leaving space for four reasons and expla-
nations on their notes sheets to prepare for using twa (1 reason and
explanation of their own and three reasons and explanations from source
text)
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9. Lesson5—Conduct amid-lessoncheck-inwith students by going through
a sample source text to show how twa is used. This is very quick but gives
students a concrete example.

10. A student example about informational text: “We can read an article
about the Redwood forest to learn information. We could also read a
persuasive text about why we should save or cut down the Redwood
forest.”

11. Emphasize to students to write about the reasons and explanations that
they truly understand. (For example, don’twrite about the economy if you
can’t define/explain what economy means.)

12. For some students, highlighters may not helpful and be more of a dis-
traction. Instead could use pencils to underline reasons and explana-
tions. Then mark in the margins r1, e1 and r2, e2, e2, etc. Then have
students draw a star next to the reasons and explanations they will write
about.

13. Lesson 7–10—Discussion of plagiarism is helpful. Many students want to
use the exact words from the informational text. Not plagiarizing can be
an additional goal for students ready for more challenges.

14. Lesson 10—For teachers considering to move students to independent
performance for twa, some students found it helpful to try on their own.
Teacher can then review or go back if needed.

15. Have students rewrite their pretest essay. Emphasize howmuch progress
they have made.

16. When writing collaborative essays as a class teacher could say, “I’m going
to do the writing, you (students) are going to do the thinking.”

17. Add a peer revising strategy. Have students work in pairs and read their
partner’s essay. Then have each student provide their partner with 1–2
compliments, the number of parts in the essay, and 1–2 suggestions.

Differentiation Suggestions:

a. Having peer instruction or peer collaboration—Students canmodel with
the class or have students work in pairs and model to each other.

b. Working in small groups
c. If students are adding reasons, explanations, linkingwords, or other items

just to earnmore points on their rocket, do a lesson showing two example
essays one earning 8 points and one earning 10+ points. Ensure that the
8 point essay is of higher quality and talk about which essay is more per-
suasive and that points will only be givenwhen reasons and explanations
are strong.
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d. Additional goals
i. Plagiarism—Changing information text into own words
ii. Using different types of attention getters
iii. More reasons and explanations
iv. Using a variety of linking words
v. Vocabulary
vi. Writing briefer notes (that make sense) or notes in own words
vii. “Say more” when writing essay—elaborations
viii. Sentence Combining
ix. Multiple Paragraphs

Social Validity
At the end of instruction and post-testing, an open-ended interview was used
to assess the social validity of srsd for pow+tree+twa for opinion essays
using source text. All eight students had a positive view of the strategy. Alli-
son exclaimed, “Writing an opinion essay is now a piece of cake!” The students
felt pow+tree+twa was easy to remember and use and made them a better
writer. James shared, “When I’m feeling like I don’t know what to do when I’m
working by myself the self-statements helped.” Students also felt the strategies
helped them organize their ideas efficiently and made them feel more confi-
dent as writers. An aspect of the strategy that the students found challenging
wasputting the reasons andexplanations fromsource text into their ownwords
and keeping notes short. Additionally, some students felt they would have ben-
efited frommore time to practice twa.
The students enjoyed the process of learning the strategies and commented

that using hand motions helped in memory of the mnemonic pow. The stu-
dents found it very useful when the instructor modeled writing an essay and
said self-statements aloud. Alejandro expressed that he liked learning in a
group because everyone could work together. Students said that in the future
they would like to practice twamore and use games, versus just flash cards, to
help with memorization. The students also thought it would be helpful for the
teacher to share their own strengths and weaknesses as a writer. Finally, James
said, “I think you should teach this to more kids because pow+tree+twa are
good resources for writing opinion essays. If you have these resources then you
don’t need help from the teacher because you know what to do.”
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ii Lesson Plans Table of Contents1

pow + tree, Introduction to Strategies: lesson # 1
Purpose: Develop Background Knowledge, Discuss It. Objectives: Introduc-

tion to pow, writing to persuade, and tree; identification of tree parts in
essay example.

pow + tree, Identifying Parts of tree in a Sample Essay: lesson # 2
Purpose: Develop Background Knowledge, Discuss It. Objectives: Review

and practice pow and tree; identification of opinion essay elements in essay
example.

pow + tree, Revise a Poor Essay: lesson # 3
Purpose: Develop Background Knowledge, Discuss It; Revise essay so that:

there is a good opening, the reasons make sense, good linking words are used,
and the ending sums it up right. Objectives: Review and practice pow, writ-
ing to persuade, tree; identify elements in essay example; recognize reasons
that make sense; recognize that this ending does not sum up all of the rea-
sons.

pow + tree, Model Making Notes Using tree and Self-Statements: lesson
# 4
Purpose: Model It; Record Self-Statements. Objectives: review pow and

tree; model; develop self-instructions.

pow + tree, Group CollaborativeWriting: lesson # 5
Purpose: Support It: Review pow & tree, Self-Instructions, Collaborative

Writing. Objectives: Review and practice pow, tree; identification of parts in
example papers; reinforce transfer and write collaboratively.

pow + tree, Revise a Poor Essay and Prior Performance: lesson # 6
Purpose: Support It. Review pow + tree, Analyze and Revise Another Poor

Essay (if needed), Examine Prior Performance, Compare to Current Writing
Performance andEstablishWritingGoals.Objectives: Reviewandpractice pow
and tree; discuss pretest essay, compare to current writing and establish goals
for writing better essays.

1 Our lessons were 30-45 minutes.
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pow + tree + twa, Introduce twa: lesson # 7
Purpose: Develop Background Knowledge, Discuss It. Objectives: Discuss

the twa strategy as a good strategy for getting information from text that canbe
used inwriting to persuade. The teacherwill explain and discuss how to use the
twa strategy for informational text (to be used for persuasive writing) before,
during, and after reading. Students will orally state how the six steps of twa are
used before, during, and after reading.

pow + tree + twa, Model Using twa and Self-Statements: lesson # 8
Purpose: Develop BackgroundKnowledge, Discuss It, Model It, andDevelop

Self-Statements for using twa. Objectives: Further develop background knowl-
edge. The teacher will model using the twa strategy and self-regulation pro-
cedures before, during, and after reading. The students will develop a list of
self-instructions for using twa.

pow+ tree + twa, CollaborativeWriting Using pow+ tree + twa: lesson
# 9
Purpose: Collaborative Writing. Objectives: Review pow+tree+twa, begin

collaborativewriting and gradual release of control to students, reinforce trans-
fer.

pow + tree + twa, Working Towards Independent Performance: lesson
# 10
Purpose: Collaborative Writing, students lead; release of control until stu-

dents reach Independent Performance. Objectives: Review pow+tree+twa,
collaborative writing with less teacher support until students are able to write
independently using source text, wean off highlighters (if utilized—see teacher
tips for alternative to highlighters), reinforce transfer.

*Lesson Plans—Detailed lesson plans are given in this section as a profes-
sional learning tool. The lesson plans are meant to provide a teacher with a
clear picture and examples of what should occur in each lesson. The lesson
plans are not scripts. Teachers should use these lesson plans to develop their
own lesson plans tomeet the needs of their students.

pow + tree: lesson # 1
This lesson typically takes two to three class sessions to complete.

Purpose: Develop Background Knowledge, Discuss It
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Objectives: Introduction to pow, writing to persuade, and tree; identification
of tree parts in essay example.

Materials*:
– Mnemonic chart
– Example essay (for recess)
– tree graphic organizer
– Linking words/attention getters
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)
– Pencils
– Scratch paper
– Student folders

* you have copies of appropriate materials to give each student
for their folders. it is up to you when to give them out. See
teacher tips page for an idea of how to make student folders.

i Introduction
Tell students you’re going to teach them three “tricks” for writing and today we
are going to introduce two of the tricks. “First, we’re going to learn a strategy, or
trick, that good writers use for everything they write.”

ii Introduce pow

a. Pass out one pow + tree chart to each student if desired.
b. Emphasize: pow is a trick good writers use for many things they write.
c. Go over parts of pow, discussing each.

i. p = Pick an idea to start with—this is an idea in our heads.
ii. o = Organizemy notes—Describe and discuss the concept of notes.

We make short notes to remind us of what we want to write. Notes
are faster than writing whole sentences. We can change our notes
later, too. Use examples: Teachers use notes when they create a web
on the board; your parentsmay use notes when they write things on
a calendar or a grocery list. Have students generate some examples
of when they might make notes on their own. (Some students
understand notes as being like a textmessage; others like the idea
of caveman talk, talking like a toddler, or so on). Tell students you
will teach them a trick for organizing your notes later.

iii. w =Write—we will use our notes to help us write and say more.
d. Emphasize that a goodway to remember pow is to remember that it gives

them POWer for everything they write.
e. Practice pow; Practice reviewing what each letter in pow stands for and

why it is important (goodwriters use it often, formany things they write).
Help as needed.
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Options for practice—have students:

1. Write out pow on scratch paper and say what each letter means.
2. Quiz each other in partners or small groups.
3. Respond chorally to the teacher
4. Use flashcards to quiz each other

iii Discuss Opinion Essays
Asks students if they know what the word “opinion” means, and discuss this
(it is what you believe, or what you think about something; can discuss the
difference between a fact and an opinion if desired). Tell them that the second
trick they are going to learn is one that helps them write a paper that tells the
reader what they believe or what they think about something. “A paper that
tells the reader what you believe is called an opinion essay.When you write an
opinion essay, you are trying to make your reader agree with you.” Also, good
opinion essays are fun for you towrite and fun for others to read,make sense,
and can convince the reader to agree with you.

a. Ask students if they have heard the word persuade and what they think
it means. Explain that when we write an opinion essay, we are trying to
persuade our reader to agree with us. (Example of persuasion: advertise-
ments)
Discuss:
i. What it means to persuade
ii. Times you might want to persuade someone (e.g., persuade your

mom to let you have some ice cream)
iii. Times you might want to write an essay to persuade someone.

b. A powerful opinion essay has a good beginning that gets the reader’s
attention and tells the readerwhat you believe, gives the reader at least
three reasons why you believe it, gives explanations for each reason,
and has a good ending sentence. A good opinion essay is also fun for
you to write and fun to read. Remember, you want to try to convince the
reader to agree with you! Review these aspects of good opinion essays
quicklywith them. (Youwill bepracticing thiswith them, so just be sure
they have the idea here).

c. We will learn a trick for remembering the parts of a powerful opinion
essay. This trick is called tree, and is the trick we will use to help us
organize our notes.
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iv Introduce tree

a. Point out tree on their charts.
b. Emphasize: tree is a trick good writers use for organizing their notes to

write powerful opinion essays.
c. Go over parts of tree (“Let’s look at the parts of writing an opinion essay

to persuade your reader to agree with you.”) Go over each part of tree and
how it relates to a living tree.
i. t = Topic sentence—tells the reader what you believe. The topic

sentence is like the trunk—it is strong and every part of the tree
is connected to it. When you write an opinion essay, your topic
sentence should catch the reader’s attention and tell the reader
what you believe!

ii. r = Reasons—3 or more—tell the reader why you believe what you
believe. The reasons are like the branches of the tree. They grow off
from the trunk. The more powerful the branches (or reasons), the
stronger the tree will be. To think of powerful reasons, we have to
think of our reader.What reasons will convince the reader?

iii. e = Explain—Explain each reason. Say more about each reason to
be very clear to the reader and to help persuade the reader to agree
with you. Good explanationsmake the branches of the tree stronger
with leaves—just like they make your arguments stronger.

iv. e = Ending—Wrap it up right! A good ending is like the roots of
the tree. A good ending brings everything together and reminds the
reader of all your reasons—it helps make a strong essay, like strong
roots make a strong tree.

d. Practice tree; Practice reviewing what each letter in tree stands for and
why it is important. Help as needed.

Options for practice—have students:

1. Write tree on scratch paper and say what each letter means.
2. Quiz each other in partners or small groups.
3. Respond chorally to the teacher
4. Use flashcards to quiz each other
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v Find tree in an Essay and Teacher Models Making Notes on
Graphic Organizer

a. Tell students you will read and help them examine an opinion essay.
While you are reading, they will look to see if the writer used all of the
parts. Remind students of the parts: Topic sentence = catch the reader’s
attention and tell what I believe; Reasons = 3 or more, why I believe this;
Explain = say more about each reason; Ending = Wrap it up right. (Keep
the tree chart where students can see it.)

b. Introduce the tree graphic organizer. Put graphic organizer on board
or chart. You will show students how to make notes for each part of
tree on the organizer. Explain this is how writers plan before writing an
essay.

c. Give students a copy of the opinion essay for this lesson. Ask students to
read along silently while you read the paper out loud.
i. Have students identify the topic sentence. Does it catch your atten-

tion? Does it tell what the writer believes?Write notes for the topic
sentence in the graphic organizer on the board or chart, having stu-
dents help you. Explain you need just a few words for notes.

ii. Have students identify the reasons. Number each reason as you
make notes on the graphic organizer. Students can suggest how you
would write the notes. Emphasize that notes are not full sentences.
Have students identify the explanation for each reason—where
thewriter saysmoreabout each reason.Do theexplanationsmake
the reasons stronger?

iii. Introduce linking words—words writers use to show that a new
reason is being given. Linking words can be a single word or a
group of words. Every reason should have a linking word to make
it clear to the reader that this is a reason. Go over the chart of
linking words and have students find linking words in the essay.You
can add additional words to this list over time! Explain to students
that it is not ok to use only: first, second, and third in your linking
words (i.e., my first reason, second, my third reason, etc.) because
this is boring and not fun to read for the reader. (ccss does not
want to see only these words being used, but one of them can be
used, such as:Mymajor reason,my second reason,my final reason,
etc.)

iv. Have students identify the ending. Does it wrap it up right? Does it
bring together and summarize all of the reasons?
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Options for checking for understanding parts

1. Have students underline or circle parts as you find them.
2. Have students point parts out to a neighbor or partner
3. Have students respond orally
4. Closely monitor students who struggle with writing

vi Practice pow and tree Mnemonics (if Time Permits)
You can have students:

1. Write out pow and tree on scratch paper.
2. Quiz each other in partners or small groups.
3. Respond chorally to the teacher
4. Use flashcards to quiz each other

vii LessonWrap Up

a. Announce test next session! Tell students they will not be graded (no
grade!). They will tell what pow and tree mean frommemory.

b. Give each student their own folder. Ask students to put the materials
from the lesson in their folders. Collect folders. Tell students youwill pass
folders out for the next lesson.

c. Determine if some of your students, the struggling writers, need a little
more help with this lesson, and plan for this as possible.

I strongly believe all students should go outside for recess, and I will tell you
why. One reason why everyone should go outside is because children need to
move their bodies. When kids are outside for recess, they are doing a lot of
running, jumping, and climbing. Another reason for going outside is it is super
hard to sit in one place all day. If kids get up and go outside theywill be ready to
learnwhen they come back inside. Finally, when students go outside for recess,
they get to meet kids from different grades. They can teach you games that you
don’t know. Now you know what I believe. Kids should go outside for recess so
that they canmove their bodies, get out of the classroom for a break, andmeet
other students.
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figure 6.3 tree—importance of recess—lesson 1 answer key
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figure 6.4 tree—importance of recess—lesson 1 answer key

pow + tree: lesson # 2
Purpose: Develop Background Knowledge, Discuss It

Objectives:Review andpractice powand tree; identification of opinion essay
elements in essay example

Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Example essay (get paid for going to
school)

– tree graphic organizer
– Linking words/attention getters
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)
– Pencils
– Scratch paper
– Student folder

i Test pow and tree

a. Ask students to write out the name of the trick that can be used for all
kinds of writing—pow—on scratch paper.
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b. Ask students what each letter stands for, and why it is important for any
kind of writing.

c. Remind students that o needs a trick for organizing notes. Ask the stu-
dents what the trick is for organizing notes for writing an opinion essay.
Ask students to write out the opinion essay writing reminder/trick on
their scratch paper. Students should write: tree. If students have trou-
ble, be supportive and prompt as needed.

d. Ask students what each letter of tree stands for and why it is impor-
tant. it is essential that students memorize the tricks/re-
minders over the next few lessons.

Options for practice—have students:

1. Write out powand tree on scratch paper and statewhat each lettermeans.
2. Quiz each other in partners or small groups.
3. Respond chorally to the teacher.
4. Use flashcards to quiz each other.

e. Tell students they will have a non-graded test each day to make sure
they remember pow and tree.

ii Find tree in Another Essay and Teacher Models Making Notes on
Graphic Organizer. Remind students that good opinion essays are
fun for you to write and for others to read, make sense, and can
convince the reader to agree with you.

a. Tell students you will read and examine another opinion essay. While
reading, youwill look to see if the writer included all of the parts. Remind
students of theparts:Topic sentence=what I believe; Reasons= 3ormore,
why I believe; Explain = say more about each reason; Ending = Wrap it
up right. (Leave out the tree chart where students can see it; get out a
graphic organizer.)

b. Remind students that youwill use the tree graphic organizer towrite the
parts in note form. Put graphic organizer on board or use chart.Make sure
you number the reasons as you are doing this.

c. Give students a copy of the opinion essay (getting paid for going to
school). Ask students to read along silently while you read the paper out
loud.
i. Have students identify the topic sentence. Does it catch your atten-

tion? Does it tell what the writer believes?Write notes for the topic
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sentence in the graphic organizer on the board or chart, having stu-
dents help you. Explain you need just a few words for notes.

ii. Have students identify the reasons. Number each reason as you
make notes on the graphic organizer. Students can suggest how you
would write the notes. Emphasize that notes are not full sentences.
Have students identify the explanation for each reason—where
thewriter saysmoreabout each reason.Do theexplanationsmake
the reasons stronger?To thinkof powerful reasons,wehave to think
of our reader.Will these reasons convince the reader?

iii. Review linkingwords—wordswriters use to show that anew reason
is being given. Every reason should have a linking word to make it
clear to the reader that this is a reason. Remind students that it is
not fun to read and essay that only uses first, second, and third. Go
over the chart of linkingwords and have students find linkingwords
in the essay and add newwords to their charts.You can keep adding
additional linking words to this list over time!

iv. Have students identify the ending. Does it wrap it up right? Does it
bring together and summarize all of the reasons?

Options for checking for understanding parts—have students:

1. Underline or circle parts
2. Point parts out to a partner
3. Respond orally

iii LessonWrap Up

a. Announce test next session! Tell students they will not be graded (no
grade!). They will come and state pow and tree and tell what theymean
frommemory.

b. Give each student their own folder. Ask students to put thematerials from
the lesson in their folders. Collect the folders. Tell the students you will
pass the folders out for the next lesson.

c. Determine if some of your students, the struggling writers, need a little
more help with this lesson, and plan for this as possible. Identify stu-
dents who understand all of these concepts well and begin to think about
adding goals for their writing to push them further, such as working on
effective vocabulary, sentence combining to create more complex sen-
tences, writingmore to support their reasons, and so on. Use your curricu-
lum to help establish additional goals for your more competent writers.
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Listen up! Kids should get paid for going to school. My first reason is that
they’ll do their work better because if kids don’t get paid, they might not get
their work done. Another reason is that kids work hard to learn. If kids really
work hard to learn, they’ve earned cash. My last reason is that if kids are paid
to go to school they can use the money to buy things that will help them learn
better. They can buy pencils, paper, crayons, books, calculators and evenmore.
This will be great for teachers too because they won’t have to buy kids supplies
like they do now. Now you knowwhy kids need to be paid to go to school. They
will work better, they deserve cash for hard work, and they can buy materials
to help them learn.
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figure 6.5 tree—kids paid for school—lesson 2 answer key
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figure 6.6 tree—kids paid for school—lesson 2 answer key

pow + tree, Revise a Poor Essay: lesson # 3
Purpose: Develop Background Knowledge, Discuss It; Revise essay so that:
there is a good opening, the reasons make sense, good linking words are used,
and the ending sums it up right.

Objectives: Review and practice pow, writing to persuade, tree; identify ele-
ments in essay example; recognize reasons thatmake sense; recognize that this
ending does not sum up all of the reasons

Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Example essay (kids choose food)
– tree graphic organizer
– Linking words/attention getters
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)
– Pencils
– Scratch paper
– Student folders
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i Test pow and tree
Test to see if students remember pow and tree, however you wish, but make
sure each student is getting them. You might have students test each other or
have students spend time practicing the parts out loud. Tell students you will
test them on it each day to make sure they have it. Be sure students remember
that tree is the trick for o.

ii Find tree in an Essay, Find Poor Parts, Make Notes on Graphic
Organizer

a. Tell students you will read and examine another opinion essay. While
reading, you will look to see if the writer included all of the parts. You
will also be looking to see if the reasons make sense. Remind students
of the parts: Topic sentence = tell what I believe; Reasons = 3 or more;
Explain = Say more about each reason; Ending =Wrap it up right. (Leave
out the tree chart where students can see it.) Remind students that good
opinion essays are fun for you to write and for others to read, make
sense, and can convince the reader to agree with you.

b. Remind students that youwill use the tree graphic organizer towrite the
parts in note form. Put graphic organizer on board or use chart.Make sure
you number the reasons before you add linking words.

c. Give students a copy of the essay paper (kids choose food). Ask students
to read along silently while you read the paper out loud.
1. Have students identify the topic sentence. Does it catch your atten-

tion? Does it tell what the writer believes?Write notes for the topic
sentence in the graphic organizer. Emphasize: notes are not com-
plete sentences.
a. Discuss a variety of ways to catch readers attention (exclama-

tion, question, fact, anecdote)
2. Have students identify the reasons. Number each reason as you

make notes on the graphic organizer. Have students identify the
explanation for each reason.

3. Ask students if the reasons and the explanationsmake sense and
are they reasons and explanations that will con-
vince the reader. Emphasize how important it is to think
aboutyourreaderwhenyoudecideonyour reasons.Whomightbe
the reader for this essay?Your parents?Your teacher?Would these
reasons convince them to agree with you? If the reason or expla-
nation makes sense, make notes in the graphic organizer. If the
reasons or explanations do not make sense, ask the students for
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different reasons or explanations you can write that make sense.
Makenotes for thesebetter reasonsandexplanations in thegraphic
organizer (do notmake notes for the bad ones). Emphasize that in
order to persuade a reader, the reasons need to make sense and
need to be powerful to try to convince the reader to agree with
you.

4. Review linking words—words writers use to show that a reason is
being given. Use linkingword chart. Find linkingwords in this essay,
fix them if they do not make sense!

5. Have students identify the ending sentence. Does it make sense?
Does is sum up all of the reasons? Make notes for a better ending
sentence.

iii Write a New Essay Together (on the Board or on a Chart) from the
Notes You Have Made!

Does itmake sense?Will the reasons convince your readers? Is it a better essay?
Does the ending wrap it up right?

iv LessonWrap Up

a. Announce test next session! Tell students they will not be graded (no
grade!). They will come and write out pow and tree and tell what they
mean frommemory.

b. Give each student their own folder. Ask the students to put the materials
from the lesson in their folders. Collect folders. Tell the students you will
pass the folders out for the next lesson.

c. Continue to work with students who need extra support and students
who may need additional, more challenging goals.

I believe children should be allowed to eat whatever they want. First, children
will pick healthy things to eat like candy and chocolate. Third, it will save their
parents time cooking because they can give their kids cereal. Finally, children
need to learn tomake good food choices. Then they canpick food that has sugar
and will give them lots of energy so they can run around. These are the reasons
why I think children should be allowed to eat whatever they want.
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figure 6.7 tree—kids choose food—lesson 3 answer key
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figure 6.8 tree—kids choose food—lesson 3 answer key
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pow +tree: lesson # 4
This lesson may take more than one class session to complete. repeat this
lesson if you feel your students, or a group of your students,
are not ready for lesson 3 yet. you can make up a prompt for
your class.

Purpose: Model It; Record Self-Statements

Objectives: review pow and tree; model; develop self-instructions

Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Practice prompt (toys)
– Example essays (pick own tv
shows, for school uniforms)

– tree graphic organizer
– Linking words/attention getters
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)

– Pencils
– Colored pencils
– Lined paper
– Self-statements sheet
– Rocket graphing sheet
– Scratch paper
– Student folders

i Test pow and tree
Test to see if the students rememberpow and tree. Have students spend some
time practicing as needed. Tell students you will test them on it each day to
make sure they have it. Be sure students remember that tree is the trick for o.

ii Find tree in 1–2 More Essays; Think of More or Better Reasons;
Teacher Models Making Notes on Graphic Organizer

note: one paragraph and two paragraph model essays are at
the end of the lesson plans. use both or select the one most
appropriate for your students. If you have some students in your class
who are ready to write two or more paragraphs, you can use the two paragraph
essay with that group of students.
Put out tree reminder chart, graphic organizer, and linking word chart.

Go through one or two more opinion essay examples (pick tv shows, for
school uniforms) and have students identify the parts: opening that catches
the reader’s attention and tells what the writer believes, at least three reasons,
explanations for each reason, and an ending sentence that sums it up right.
Be sure to model writing in note form on the graphic organizer for at least

for the first essay. Do again with the second essay for students who need to
practice this further. Find linkingwords and thinkof other ones.Ask students
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if they can thinkof moreorbetter reasons!Record the reasonson thegraphic
organizer.

iii Model Using Self-Statements for “p” in pow
Tell students that today they will help you write a good opinion essay.

a. Using the tree graphic organizer, state something like, “Remember the
first letter in pow is p—pick my idea. Today we are going to practice how
towrite an opinion essay. To do this, we have to be creative and think free.”

b. Explain to the students that the things you say to yourself out loud and in
your head help you get through thewriting process. For example, “I might
think inmyhead,what is it I have todo? I have towrite topersuade.Agood
opinion essay makes sense, has all the parts, and needs to be powerful to
try to convince the reader to agree with me.”

c. Write this prompt on the board:
prompt: Think about whether or not all children should have toys.
Decide what you believe and think about who your reader(s) might be.
Write an opinion essay that can convince your reader to agree with you.
Model things you might say to yourself when you want to think of a
good idea. For example, “I have to let my mind be free.” “Take my time.
A good idea will come tome.” “Think of new, fun ideas.” You can also start
with a negative statement and model how a coping statement can help
you get back on track. For example, “I can’t think of anything to write! Ok,
if I just takemy time, a good ideawill come tome.” Students can help you.

d. Pass out self-statement sheets to students. If useful, ask students what
they think in their head when they have to pick an idea to write about—
do the things you think in your head help you or get in your way? Have
students record 1–2 things they can say to help them think of good ideas
on their self-statement sheet. We want to use self-statements that help
us! If students have trouble, help them create their own statements or let
them “borrow” one of yours until they can come up with their own.

iv Discuss Using “o” in pow, Model Making Notes Using tree

a. The second letter in pow is o—organize my notes. You are going to write
an opinion essay today and you know there is a trick for o. Ask students
to tell you the trick—tree.

b. Show students a blank graphic organizer on the board or a chart. State, “I
will use this page tomake and organizemynotes. You can helpme.” Tell
students they will do this too next time they write an opinion essay.
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c. Briefly review the parts of tree in the graphic organizer. Review your
writing goals: To write a good opinion essay. Remind students that pow-
erful opinion essays get the reader’s attention and tell readerswhat you
believe, give at least three reasons why you believe that, give explana-
tions for each reason, use good linking words, and have a ending sen-
tence that brings it all together. Also, good opinion essays are fun for
you to write and for others to read, make sense, and can convince the
reader to agree with you.

d. Explain that you can now do the o in pow—Organize my Notes. State,
“This helps me plan my paper. I can write down ideas for each part. I can
write ideas down in different parts of this page as I think of ideas.”

e. Model making notes using tree graphic organizer. Students can help
you throughout thenext steps.Below isanexampleof modeling fortree.
Use problem definition (such as, “what is it I have to do here—write a
powerful opinion essay,” or “I knowwhat to do, I need to use tree”), self-
evaluation, planning with tree, coping, and self-reinforcement state-
ments as you work onmaking notes.
i. “First, what do I believe—what do I want to tell the reader I

believe?” (Talk out loudand fill in notes for Topic Sentence).Howcan
I catch the reader’s attentionwithmy opening?Generate notes for
a good opening with your students.

ii. Second state, “Good! I like this idea! Now I need to figure out at least
3 reasons. Let mymind be free, think of good ideas.” (Talk out loud
and write notes for at least 3 reasons, not in full sentence; students
can help you come up with these reasons. Use coping statements at
least twice). Besure tonumberyour reasons in theorderyouwant to
use themafter you have your notesmade. Discuss with the students
what order would bemost effective or logical for the reader.

iii. Third, state, “I need to remember my trick, tree. The next step in
tree is tomake notes to explain eachof myreasons” (it is fine if this
is also done in the previous step while reasons are brainstormed).
Think out loud andmakes notes for explanations; students can help
you.

iv. Fourth, state, “What do I need to do next? I need to wrap it up right”
(Talk out loud and write notes for the ending sentence). Make sure
that your ending wraps it up right and sums up your reasons.

v. After generating notes for all the parts state, “Now I can look back
atmy notes and see if I can addmore notes formy paper.” Students
can help you. Model adding more notes (e.g., an extra reason or
explanation, or having a reason make more sense). Use coping
statements.
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vi. Finally,model adding the linkingwords; state, “I can also decide on
good linkingwords I want to use for each reason.” Students can help.
Write them on the graphic organizer.

vii. Finally, model checking tree to make sure you have done all of
the steps.

v ModelWriting Your Opinion Essay Using pow and tree

a. Keep the pow and tree chart out or write on board.
b. State, “Now I candow inpow—Writeand saymore. I canwrite anopinion

essay and think of more good ideas.”
c. Model the entire process of writing an opinion essay using the practice

prompt. Print clearly on the board or chart so students can follow along.
d. Talk yourself through writing the paper, using multiple types of self-

statements as you did for making notes. The students can help through-
outwriting thepaper. Youmight start by stating, “Howshall I start? I need
to tell the readerwhat I believe. I need a good topic sentence.” Then pause
and think your opening sentenceout.Write out the sentence.Model using
your notes to write out your reasons and explanations. Continue writ-
ing the essay until you are finished. At least 2 times ask, “Does my essay
make sense? Do I have all my parts? Will the reader be persuaded by my
reasons?” Use coping statements. Add or change at least one reason or
explanation as you work, reminding students that w is for write and say
more. You need to keep thinking about your reader while your write, and
make changes as needed.

e. Model writing the ending sentence and examining the paper for all of
its parts. When the paper is finished, use a self-reinforcement statement
something like, “Good work. I’m done. It’ll be fun to share my opinion
essay with my readers and see if I can persuade them.”

vi Self-Statements for tree

a. Pass out student folders. Ask students to add to their self-statements lists.
Ask the students if they can remember: 1) the things you said to yourself
to get started making notes and writing? 2) things you said while you
worked on notes or writing (try to get some creativity statements, coping
statements, statements about remembering the parts, and self-evaluation
statements) 3) things you said to yourself when you finishedmakingnotes
or writing. Remind students that their self-statements should be in their
own words. Make sure the students adds these to their list:
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i. 1–2 statements to say to get started. For example, “What is it I have to
do? I have to write an opinion essay using tree.”—In the students’
own words.

ii. 1–2 statements to say while you work: self-evaluation, coping, self
reinforcement, and any others the students like. In the students’ own
words.

iii. 1–2 statements to saywhenyou’re finished such as “This is great!My
readers will be persuaded.” In the students’ own words.

b. Tell students that we don’t always have to state these things out loud.
Once we learn them we can think these things in our heads, whisper it
to ourselves, or read it on our lists.

vii Introduce Graphing Sheet/Graph the Paper

a. Draw a graphing rocket on the board or use a rocket chart; if you start a
rocket chart now you will continue to use it in later lessons.

b. Ask students if the paper had all the parts. Review the topic sentence, the
three or more reasons, explanations, and the ending sentence. Count up
the parts: a good opinion essay has at least 8 parts. Show the students
how each square on the rocket gets colored in is for each part that was
written. Also, color a star for each reason if there are more than 3 reasons
in the essay or for each good linking word that was used in the essay.
– Color in one square for each part of tree in the essay
– If more than 8 parts, students blast rocket by coloring all the flames
and rocket ship.

– Have students write number of parts above the rocket.
– Color in one star for each linking word used.

c. When you color in all of the parts, tell students they have blasted off their
rocket and their goal is to be able to blast off their rocket every time they
write opinion essays.

viii LessonWrap-Up

a. Announce test next session! Tell the students they will not be graded (no
grade!). They will tell what pow and tree mean frommemory.

b. Ask students to put the materials from the lesson in their folders. Collect
folders. Tell students you will pass the folders out for the next lesson.

c. Continue to work with students who need extra support and students
who need additional, more challenging goals.
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Should young children choose their own tv shows to watch? Are you kid-
ding? Little kids should never choose their own tv shows. There are so many
reasons. First, little children might pick shows they don’t know are scary or
sad. They might watch a movie that really scares them, and then have night-
mares. Their parentswould never let themwatch thatmovie! Next, some shows
model poor behavior that we don’t want little kids to see. They might watch a
show that shows people kicking and fighting. Then they might think kicking
and fighting are ok, but it is not ok to kick and fight. Finally, there are many
good tv shows for little kids, but many little kids won’t know what they are.
Parents knowmore about the shows on tv, and can pick shows that help their
children learn and that are fun. Letting young children pick their own shows
is a bad idea all around, because they might watch something sad or scary, see
bad behavior, or miss really good shows.

Let me tell you why I love my school uniform. I know a lot of people fight
against requiring school uniforms, because that happened at my school. We
have school uniforms now, and I think it was the best choice ever. I have three
reasons for supporting school uniforms that I want to share with you, and I
think that when you think it over carefully, you will agree with me. For me,
one of the major reasons I love my school uniform is that I don’t have to think
about what to wear in the morning. I am not a good morning person, and I
always hated trying to pickmy clothes out the night before. Now, I get up in the
morning and I know exactly what I am going to wear!
Second, in my school wearing uniforms has clearly resulted in less bullying.

There are students who harass other students just because they don’t have the
latest styles. Because we are all wearing our school uniforms, that just can’t
happen. Finally, I know that my parents really appreciate our school uniforms
because they have savedmoney. MyMom even said that we could afford a new
video game this fall because we didn’t spend so much money on new clothes
for school. It is clear to me that requiring school uniforms is the right choice,
because it makes life easier for students, stops bullying based onwhat students
are wearing, and saves money.
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figure 6.9 tree—choose tv shows—lesson 4 answer Key
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figure 6.10 tree—choose tv shows—lesson 4 answer key
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figure 6.11 tree—school uniforms—lesson 4 answer key
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figure 6.12 tree—school uniforms—lesson 4 answer key

pow +tree: lesson # 5
This lesson may take more than one class session to complete.

Purpose: Support It: Review pow & tree, Self-Instructions, Collaborative
Writing
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Objectives: Review and practice pow, tree; identification of parts in example
papers; reinforce transfer and write collaboratively

Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Practice prompt (new language)
– Example essays (bike path, against
school uniforms)

– tree graphic organizers
– Linking words/attention getters
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)

– Self-statements sheet
– Rocket Graphing Sheet
– Pencils
– Colored pencils
– Scratch paper
– Lined paper
– Student folders

i Test pow and tree, Prepare toWean Off Graphic Organizer
Test to see if the students remember pow and tree. Be sure students remem-
ber that tree is the trick for o.

To prepare the students for weaning them off the graphic organizer in future
lessons, ask the students to write the mnemonics on scratch paper, but with pow
across the top of the page and tree down the left-hand side of the sheet. Demon-
strate on the board.

if needed, have students pair off and test each other.

ii Find tree in 1–2 More Essays (if needed, skip if not or use
with individual students or small groups as needed)

again: one paragraph and two paragraph model essays are
attached. use both or select the one most appropriate for
your students. If you have some students in your class who are ready to
write two or more paragraphs, you can use the two paragraph essay with that
group of students.

If you used for school uniforms in the last lesson, and use against school
uniforms in this lesson, you might take time to discuss with your class how
people can write powerful opinion essays for different sides of the same issue!
Pass out student folders. Put out tree reminder chart, graphic organizer, and

linking word chart. Go through one or two more examples (bike path, against
school uniforms) andhave students verbally identify the parts—agoodopening
that gets the reader’s attention and tells what the writer believes, at least three
reasons, explanations, and a good ending sentence.
Modelmakingnotes if necessary. Find linking anddiscuss alternative linking

words. For each of these papers, ask the student if they can think of more or
better reasons! Number and write the reasons on the graphic organizer. Ask
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the students what linking words could be used with the additional reasons.
be sure to examine parts! Are they all there?

iv Group CollaborativeWriting, Teacher Leads

a. Pass out student folders, if not already out. Ask students to get out their
tree reminder chart, linking word chart (remember, students can add
to this list across lessons), and self-statements list. Put graphic organizer
on board with pow across the top and tree down the left side.

b. Write this prompt on the board: Think about whether or not students
should learnanother language.Decidewhat youbelieve and thinkabout
who your reader(s) might be. Write an opinion essay that can convince
your reader to agree with you.

c. Let students lead the writing process as much as possible. Help students
as needed. This is a collaborative process, together you will write a group
essay.

d. How dowe start? The first letter in pow is p—Pickmy idea. Refer students
to their self-statements to get started. This is along the same line as “What
is it I have to do? I have to write an opinion essay using tree.” Decide
as a group what you believe.

e. What do we do next? The second letter in pow is o—Organize my notes.
Wewill use tree to help us organize andplan our paper. Remind students
tree is the trick for o. State, “We will use this organizer on the board to
make and organize our notes.”

f. Reviewyour goals forwriting anopinion essaywith the students. Powerful
opinion essays get the reader’s attention and tell the reader what you
believe, give at least three good reasons why, give explanations for each
reason, use linking words, and have a good ending sentence. Also, good
opinion essays are fun to write, fun for others to read, make sense, and
may convince the reader to agree with you.

g. After students have generated notes for all of the essay parts, look back
at the notes and see if you can add more parts (e.g., more reasons, better
explanations). Make sure there are notes for good linking words.

h. With the students, examine the parts of tree in the notes. Are they all
there?

i. What do we do next? The last letter in pow is w—Write and say more.
Refer students to their self-statements for what to say while they work.
State, “What is it I have to do here? I have towrite an opinion essay. A good
opinion essay has at least 8 parts, uses linking words, and makes sense. It
is fun to write and fun to read.” Have students suggest sentences for each
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part of tree.Write the essay on the board as you go. Revise as your work
as appropriate.

v Graph the Essay

a. Draw a graphing rocket on the board or use a chart.
b. Ask students if the essay has at least 8 parts. Review the topic sentence,

the three or more reasons, the explanations, and the ending sentence.
Show the students how each square on the rocket gets colored for each
part that was written. Color the flames of the rocket ship for having more
than 8 parts and write the number of parts above the rocket. Also, color
one star for each good linking word that was used in the essay.

c. Note that you have colored all of the parts, tell students they have blasted
off their rocket, and their goal is to be able to blast their rocket when they
write their next opinion essays.

vi LessonWrap-Up

a. Announce test next session! Tell the students they will not be graded (no
grade!). They will come and write out pow and tree and tell what they
mean frommemory.

d. Give each student their own folder. Ask students to put thematerials from
the lesson in their folders. Collect folders. Tell the students you will pass
the folders out for the next lesson.

e. Continue to work with students who need extra support and students
who need additional, more challenging goals.

Everyone in our community would be better off if we built a new bike path. I
am sure that when you hearmy reasons, youwill agreewithme. One important
reason is because when children and adults spendmore time riding bikes, they
will be healthier. Riding bikes is good exercise, and being outdoors is good for
your health too. My next reason is that a pretty bike path will attract more
people to our town. If more people come to our town they will spend money
while they are here, and this will be good for our community. In addition, when
people are out riding their bikes theymeetmore people and get to know them.
Whenmore people get to know each other, wewill have a stronger community.
Finally, building a new bike path will help us save some of the green space in
our community. If we don’t work to save our green space, our community will
get too crowded andwewon’t have trees and birds. Let’s build a wonderful new
bike path so thatwe can get healthier, bringmore people to our town, and build
a stronger community. It is clearly the right thing to do!
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School uniforms, do you love them or hate them? You should be against them,
and I will tell you why. First of all, I want to bemy own person.When I pick out
my own clothes I can express my personality and my style. I believe students
should have the freedom to choose clothes that express their style. After all, this
is a free country. Secondly, I hear a lot of students who wear school uniforms
complain that they are not comfortable. I only pick clothes to wear to school
that I am comfortable in. When I am comfortable, it is easier for me to learn.
There are more good reasons not to force us to wear school uniforms. My

next reason is that making students wear uniforms makes their parents spend
more money. Students will still want to pick their own clothes to wear outside
of school, so parents will have to buy two wardrobes for their kids. Last of all,
when students pick out their own clothes for school, they learn that everyone
is different and learn to appreciate those differences. Clothes don’t make the
person. Choosing our ownclothes allowsus to express our style, be comfortable
in school, saves money, and helps us learn to appreciate our differences.
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figure 6.13 tree for against school uniforms—lesson 5 answer key
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figure 6.14 tree for against school uniforms—lesson 5 answer key
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figure 6.15 tree for community bike path—lesson 5 answer key
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figure 6.16 tree for community bike path—lesson 5 answer key

pow + tree: lesson # 6
Purpose: Support It. Review pow + tree, Analyze and Revise Another Poor
Essay (if needed), Examine Prior Performance, Compare to Current Writing
Performance and EstablishWriting Goals

Objectives: Review and practice pow and tree; discuss pretest essay, compare
to current writing and establish goals for writing better essays
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Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Example essay (computers)
– tree graphic organizer
– Linking words/attention getters
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)
– Self- statements sheet
– Rocket graphing sheet

– Pencil
– Colored pencils
– Scratch paper
– Lined paper
– Scored Pretests
– Collaborative essay—written in
Lesson 2 or 3

– Student folders

i Test pow and tree
Test to see if the students remember pow and tree by having them write the
mnemonics out on a piece of scratch paper. Remember: to prepare the students
for weaning off the graphic organizer, ask students to write pow across the top
of the page and tree down the left-hand side of the sheet. Have students pair
off and test each other if needed.

ii Find tree in Another Poor Opinion Essay (if needed: skip if
not or use with individual students or small groups
if needed).

Put out tree reminder chart, graphic organizer, and linking word chart. Go
through essay example (for computer). Have students try to find all of the parts
and determinewhat ismissing orwhat can be better.Make notes in the graphic
organizer. Use better linking words, reminding students that it is not fun to
read an essay that just uses first, second, and third; andmake notes for a better
ending sentence. Check to be sure that you have notes for all 8 parts. If youwish
and time allows, write the new and more powerful essay out on the board and
add it to the rocket graph sheet.

iii Establish Prior Performance

a. Say, “Remember the opinion essays youwrote beforewe learned pow and
tree?” Pass out each student’s pretest.

b. Tell students you don’t expect them to have all the parts in this essay, they
hadn’t learned the trick yet! Have students read their paper and seewhich
parts they have. Have students count up the number of parts they have.
You can have students graph this number on a rocket chart they will use
for the next essays they write if you like, or skip this if you prefer.

c. Briefly discuss with students which parts they have and which they don’t.
Emphasize that they wrote this essay before learning the “tricks” for
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writing. Now that they know the “tricks” their writing has already greatly
improved. Compare the pretest paper to the collaborative paper and talk
about what the students have learned about goodwriting. If any students
are exhibiting frustration or are upset about their pretest essay, encourage
them to use a self-statement.

d. Set a goal to continuewriting better papers. Eachopinionessay theywrite
should have at least 8 parts. Remind them that a powerful opinion essay
gets the reader’s attention and tells the reader what you believe, gives
at least three reasons why, gives an explanation for each reason, uses
linkingwords, andhasagoodending sentence.Also, goodopinionessays
make sense, are fun towrite and for others to read, andmay convince the
reader to agree with you.

e. Say, “Our goal is to have all 8 parts and ‘better’ parts the next timewewrite
an opinion essay.”

iv LessonWrap-Up

a. Remind students they will come and write out pow and tree and tell
what they mean frommemory again next lesson.

b. Give each student their own folder. Ask students to put their materials
from the lesson in the folders. Collect folders. Tell students you will pass
folders out for the next lesson.

c. Continue to work with students who need extra support and students
who need additional, more challenging goals. Check to be sure all stu-
dents including struggling writers have memorized pow + tree by now.
If some have not, provide extra practice.

d. begin discussing with students how they can use pow +
tree at other times than in class. who might they want
to write to and try to convince them about something?
could you use this for writing for the school paper? to
your parents? as appropriate, discuss how students can
use pow + tree when they take a writing test that asks
them to write an opinion essay (relate to your state or
school testing).

I think that everyone should learn how to use a computer. First, I think that
kids should learn to use the computer is because it can help them at school.
A second reason for learning to use the computer is to play games. My third
reason is that the computer is a good way to send messages and write to other
kids. So if you ask me, everyone needs to learn how to use the computer. The
sooner they start, the better.
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figure 6.17 tree for learn computers—lesson 6 answer key
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figure 6.18 tree for learn computers—lesson 6 answer key

pow +tree+twa: lesson # 7
This lesson may take more than one class session to complete.

Purpose: Develop Background Knowledge, Discuss It

Objectives:Discuss the twa strategy as a good strategy for getting information
from text that can be used in writing to persuade. The teacher will explain
and discuss how to use the twa strategy for informational text (to be used for
persuasive writing) before, during, and after reading. Students will orally state
how the six steps of twa are used before, during, and after reading.

Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Flash cards (if desired)
– Lined paper

– Pencil
– Sample informational text
– Student folders

i Review pow+tree and Introduce Reading Informational Text for
PersuasiveWriting

a. Briefly review what students have learned about pow+tree, including
what they stand for and how they help us write to persuade a reader to
agree with us. Note that up to now, we have been thinking of reasons and
explanations on our own, using our own thoughts. Another important
trick forwriting powerful persuasive essays is to read about a topic to help
identify reasons and explanations that can be persuasive for your read-
ers and that you like. Text that gives you important information is called
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informational text. Summarize—it is called informational text because
it gives you information on a topic! Spend a minute making sure stu-
dents understand the term informational text (it is text that teaches you
about something; it is text that gives you information about something,
and so on).When an authorwrites to inform, we know to look for infor-
mation such as main ideas and details. And, when an author writes to
inform, the author often includes facts in the text (discuss themeaning
of a fact). Summarize: informational text includes what? Main ideas,
details, and facts. Main ideas, details, and facts can help us think about
how to persuade our reader! The big ideas or main ideas might help us
with reasons, and the details might help us with explanations or even
reasons! Facts can help persuade a reader too. (How much you go on
in further lessons discussing relationships between reasons and explana-
tionswithmain ideas and details depends onwhat is appropriate for your
students.)

b. Tell the students that you are going to teach them a “trick” or “strategy”
for reading informational text to add to their strategies for writing to
persuade. Tell them that the strategy will help them understand what
they read and reading the text will help them think about reasons and
explanations that can help them persuade their reader when they write
about that topic. Discuss with the students: how reading informational
text before they write could help with pow + tree? You might remind
them of the time they revised a persuasive essay about why all children
should learn to use a computer. If they had a text to read about children
and computers, how could that have helped? A text to read might give
us more ideas for reasons to convince our readers and more ideas for
explaining our reasons. The text might give us facts, and facts can be
very convincing to a reader when we write to persuade.

c. If appropriate to your class, you can also talk about how informational
text could include information that supports your position (we believed
all children should learn to use a computer), but it also might include
information that does not support your position or even could be used
against your opinion. The author of the informational text is giving infor-
mation, not trying to persuade the reader one way or another! Remem-
ber the persuasive essays about school uniforms? A text about school
uniforms might give information on why they are good to require and
information about problems with requiring them. (If appropriate, you
can spend aminute or two thinking of other topics that an informational
text might have support for different opinions, such as going to school
in the summer). If we read a text that gives information that can support
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more thanoneposition,wehave todecidewhatpositionwewant to take
before we write—just like t in tree!

d. Explain that sometimes students are given writing activities or writing
tests where they are told what position to take. Ask students if they
remember the writing tests they took before we started our lessons about
tricks for writing: these tests asked students to write to persuade their
classmates about things like conserving water, wearing bike helmets, and
kids keeping fit. The test told them what side to take—for example, one
test asked them to write an essay persuading their classmates to conserve
water. So, t in tree is given in the assignment or test. Discuss with
students that sometimes we have to write an argument that we may
not really agree with, but we still have to do a good job and show what
we know about writing to persuade. The school uniforms essays are
good examples. Using your ideas and informational text, you could
write an argument for either side! When you are being tested to see
how well you can write to persuade, you want to use all the tricks you
know.

ii Introduce twa

a. Display a twa mnemonic chart so that only the heading “twa” shows.
Uncover each part of the strategy as you introduce and discuss it. Empha-
size that twa is a strategy that good readers often use before, during,
and after reading. Use the analogy of an airplane taking off. For exam-
ple, you might say, “With twa we can take off with reading! Just like a pilot
of a plane, we are the pilots and in control of our reading. Just like a pilot
who does specific things before, during, and after a plane trip, we need to do
things before, during, andafter reading.Then,we canusewhatwehave read
to help us write to persuade.”

iii Introduce Think before Reading

a. Uncover the first step, “thinkabout yourown ideas for reasonsandexpla-
nations.” Use the pilot analogy—the pilot of a plane knows a lot about
flying.When pilots know where they are going, they begin to think about
what they know about how to get there. When reading, thinking about
your own ideas for reasons and explanations also helps you understand
what you are reading and how the informational text can help you plan
a persuasive essay. You can think about what information from the text
youwant to use to support your ideas and you can findnew ideas in the
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text. It is important to make notes on your graphic organizer or notes
sheet for your own ideas.

b. Tell the students that there are two steps to complete when you “Think
before reading.” The first step is to “think about the author’s purpose”
(uncover this). Use the pilot analogy—a pilot thinks about his or her
purpose and then has an understanding of where he or she is to go.
When an author writes informational text, the author is writing to share
important information with the reader. (What is included—main ideas,
details, and facts!) Authors canwrite formany other reasons and twa can
be changed tohelp you readother kinds of text, such as stories, butwewill
be using twa now for informational text.When we read informational
text,we can finish this sentence about the author’s purpose:The author
wrote this text to informme about ____________.

iv Introduce while Reading

a. Tell the students that there are two things good readers do while read-
ing. Uncover the first thing, “think about reading speed.” Use the pilot
analogy—a pilot must constantly check his or her speed. Going too fast
or too slow can have disastrous results. When reading, checking read-
ing speed or pace is something good readers do as well. Reading speed
is important because reading too fast or slow can make it harder for you
to understand and use what was read.We need to read at different speeds
sometimes. For example, we might need to read our informational text
very carefully so we would slow down, but a book we might read very
quickly.

b. Uncover “Rereading and marking Rs and Es.” Use the pilot analogy—A
good pilot keeps looking at the flight plan and marks off points on the
flight plan. You can mark parts of the text that you could use as reasons
or as explanations. (You will show the class ways they can mark the texts
later.) Remember, you can think about what information from the text
youwant to use to support your ideas and you can findnew ideas in the
text.

v Introduce after Reading

a. Tell students that there are two things good readers do after reading
informational text to helpwrite persuasive essays. Uncover the first thing;
Thinkaboutwhatwill persuadeyour reader?After youhave read the text
carefully and marked ideas for reasons and explanations you like, now it
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is time to think about your reader and what reasons and explanations
youwant touse.These ideas can come fromthe text and fromyour own
ideas. Briefly discuss: If youdonot have a lot of time towrite, you should also
think about howmany reasons you canwrite about in the time youhave, and
pick the ones you think are best. (This will be returned to later, just lay a
brief groundwork here).

b. UncoverMake notes for reasons and explanations you will write about.
Now you get to use pow+tree+twa!Ask students if they remember how
to make their own tree planning sheet; review, pow across the top (if
they want to) and t, Rs, and Es down the side. Make your writing notes,
using ideas from the text and/or your own ideas. You can look back at the
text as much as you want to. Be sure to use your own words when you
write your notes and your essay becausewe aren’t allowed to copy other
people’swords. If appropriate, you can explain the termplagiarism.What
do you do after you make notes? Right—w =Write and Say More—now
you write!

vi Memorization Practice

a. Have the students write out the mnemonic for twa with spaces for the
two steps on scratch paper. First ask the students what the letter stands
for. Then ask the students to check off spaces as they orally state each
step that goes with the letter. Help as needed, let students help or quiz
each other. Students only write the following:
t ______ ______
w ______ ______
a ______ ______

b. Review with students why it is important to use twa before, while, and
after reading. Stress that now when we write persuasive essays we will
use pow+tree+twa! Using them all together will give us even more
power for our writing.

vii Wrap-Up

a. Tell students that next time they will try to write out the twa mnemonic
(like above) and tell what it means.

b. Give each student their own folder. Ask students to put their materials
from the lesson in the folders. Collect folders. Tell students you will pass
folders out for the next lesson.

c. Continue to work with students who need extra support and students
who need additional, more challenging goals. Check to be sure all stu-
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dents including struggling writers have memorized pow + tree by now.
If some have not, provide extra practice.

d. begin discussing with students how they can use pow +
tree at other times than in class. who might they want
to write to and try to convince them about something?
could you use this for writing for the school paper? to
your parents? as appropriate, discuss how students can
use pow + tree + twa when they take a writing test that
asks them to write an opinion essay (relate to your state
or school testing).
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figure 6.19 twa

pow +tree+twa: lesson # 8
This lesson typically takes more than one class session to complete.

Purpose: Develop BackgroundKnowledge, Discuss It, Model It, andDevelop
Self-Statements for using twa

Objectives: Further develop background knowledge. The teacher will model
using the twa strategy and self-regulation procedures before, during, and after
reading. The students will develop a list of self-instructions for using twa.
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Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Informational text (Space Travel
Pro)

– Linking words/attention getters
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)
– Self-statements sheet
– Pencil

– Colored pencils
– Scratch paper
– Lined paper
– Rockets graphing sheet
– Different color highlighters (op
tional)

– Student folders

i Review twa

a. Give each student a piece of paper and ask them to write out the strategy
reminder, twa,with spaces as done inLesson 5.Ask themwhat each letter
stands for. Orally practice the six steps of twa. If students have trouble
with the parts, give them a few minutes to practice together.

b. Ask the students if they remember why it is important to use twa when
reading an informational text. Let them (or you) give examples of how
twa can help in reading informational text when you need to write a
persuasive essay.

ii Model twa, Goal Setting, Self-Monitoring, Self-Statements

a. Tell the students that you will show them how pow+tree+twa works
when reading an informational text to help you write a persuasive essay.
Tell them that you will go through all the steps of pow+tree+twa. Let
them know that you will be reading and thinking out loud so that they
can see all the pow+tree+twa steps. Students can assist you when
appropriate, but remember you are in charge!

b. Review pow+tree. Use the mnemonic chart if helpful.
c. Introduce the twa checklist that you will use when reading the text. Tell

the students that you will be showing them how to use the checklist.
d. Model pow+tree+twa using self-statements to guide you. Be sure to use

all the types of self-instructions you used earlier with pow+tree. Tell the
students that theywill get to practice using pow+tree+twawith you just
like they practiced pow+tree with you. Be sure to check each step off on
the checklist as it is completed.

prompt: Write an essay persuading your classmates that space travel is
important.
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An example script follows:
Our persuasive essay assignment today is to write an essay persuading your

classmates that space travel is important. Now, I need to start with pow.
Review, p stands for? (Pickmy idea).Ok,myassignment tellsme that Ineed towrite
to persuademy classmates that space travel is important. That’s p! I might agree
or disagreewith this, butmy job is to showwhat I knowandwrite a really good
persuasive essay. o stands for Organize my notes, but this time I have an infor-
mational text to help me with that, so I won’t fill in my note chart yet. Using twa
will help me understand the text and think of good reasons and explanations
formy persuasive essay.
t1:What is the first thing I should do? First, I need to think about my own Rs

and Es. I know—I need to make notes for my own ideas. Well, I can do this.
The title is, “Space Travel” and I need to convince my reader that space travel is
important. ok. I can think of reasons and explanations of why I think space travel
is important. Now I need to write my ideas in my tree notes sheet. Check off t
step one on the twa monitoring checklist. explain to students: people
who score writing to persuade tests will look to see if you use
your ideas and ideas from what you read.
t2:Thenext thing I need to do for t is: thinkabout theauthor’s purpose.Well, I

cando this.The title is, “SpaceTravel, so I bet thiswill informmeabout space travel,
it could giveme reasons for or against space travel.” I should read the first sentence
to be sure. (Read the first sentence.) Hmm, I’ll read the second sentence. (Read
the second sentence, or more if needed.) ok. I can finish this sentence about the
author’s purpose: The author wrote this text to inform me about why space
travel is important. Check off t step two on the twamonitoring checklist. I have
checked the two steps for t—think before reading. I am ready to read.
w1:Now Iwill do the two steps forw—thinkwhile reading.The first thing I have

to do for w is think about reading speed. (Start reading at a normal speed, then,
speed up.)Whoa—slowdown—Iamgoing too fast to think aboutwhat I am read-
ing. I do need to think about reading speed! I will slow down so I can understand
what I am reading and think about reasons and explanations (stopping at punc-
tuation is a goodway tomonitor this).Then, readat anacceptable speed, stopping
to notewhere you see possible reasons and explanations. Students can help you by
telling youwhen they hear a possible reason or explanation as appropriate.When
you finish reading, mark off the first step for w on the checklist.
w2: I really know a lot more about space travel now.What do I need to do next

(model looking at the twa checklist to see where you are)? The second thing for
w is: Rereading parts and marking Rs and Es. I will read this text again, and
this time I will mark ideas for reasons and explanations. (Introduce markers) I
will use thesemarkers to helpme identify ideas for reasons and explanations (Use
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one color to highlight possible reasons and another for possible explanations;
highlight phrases and key words rather than complete sentences as much as
possible). As you highlight, notewhere the author provides facts. Remember out
loud that facts can really help you convince a reader. As you work, use coping
statements such as “This is taking a long time, but I know I will get faster with
practice.”Alsouse reinforcing statementswhenyou find reasonsandexplanations
you know will help convince your reader. Have your students help you find ideas
for reasons and explanations.

Briefly ask your students how we know the text you just read is informational
and not a true persuasive essay? (The author doesn’t make an argument for
what he or she believes, linking words aren’t used to show each new reason, the
author doesn’t wrap up an argument at the end, and so on). It is true that reading
informational text can help someone decide what they believe, but this is not a
persuasive essay!We know how to write to persuade!
a1: Now I am ready to do a. The first step for a is Think about what will

persuade your reader? I see that I have found lots of ideas for reasons and
explanations in this text. I need to pick the ones I want to use to persuade my
readers. My readers will be my classmates and my teacher, and sometimes I may
have to take a test that asks me to write to persuade. Now I will look back and
put a star next to the ideas for reasons and explanations I want to use. (Model
doing so, thinking out loudaboutwhat youare picking andwhy; students canhelp
you here. Model picking at least a couple of facts or more to use, noting that facts
can help convince readers. Keep the total number of reasons and explanations
reasonable for this group—decide ahead roughly how many reasons and how
many paragraphs you want to model).
a2: The second step for a is Make notes for reasons and explanations you

will write about. I know what to do! Now I need tree!! (Model making a tree
note sheet on scratch paper). I will organize my notes here (that is o in pow!).
First, let me look at my ideas I wrote on scratch paper before I read this text. I will
think about my ideas and ideas from the text as I plan.

Model making notes for each part of tree on the scratch paper organizer as
you have done before. Use self-statementswhile youmodel as you have in previous
lessons. Model looking back at the text several times to help you make notes
and looking at the notes you made for your own ideas. The students can help
you select reasons and explanations. Then, students can help you number the
reasons in the order you want to use them. Remember to think about linking
words. Mark off the second step for a. (Select a reasonable number of reasons
and explanations for this group; however, it should be more than they have been
using before now; as these lessons continue, you can continue to adjust number of
reasons and explanations as reasonable for different students).
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Model writing the essay, beginning with a strong topic sentence that catches
the reader and then explanations and reasons. Remind yourself that you have to
put your ideas into your own words. Look back at the text as needed. Add ideas of
make changes as you write (write and saymore). Include a good ending (all parts
of tree). Students can help throughout.

iii Graph This Essay

a. Have students help you graph this essay using a rocket sheet as before.
You can continue on a previous sheet you have used or you can start
a new sheet. You should “bust” the rocket and have more reasons and
explanations than you have had in past essays. You should have a good
topic sentence that catches the reader and a good ending, and good
linking words.

b. Discuss with students how reading informational text has helped you
write your best persuasive essay so far! Have them explain how and why.

iv Develop Self-Instructions

a. Have each student take out the self-statements sheet from their folders.
Explain that they will use the paper to add some things they can say to
themselves when reading with twa. Ask them if they remember things
you said to yourself when thinking before, while, and after reading. Stress
that the things you said to yourself helpedyou remember thetwa strategy
and how to use it.

b. Have the students record one or two things they could say to their selves
when thinking before, while, and after reading. Remind them that these
are things they can say inside their head.

iv Wrap-Up

a. Tell students that next time they will try to write out the twa mnemonic
(like above) and tell what it means.

b. Give each student their own folder. Ask students to put their materials
from the lesson in the folders. Collect folders. Tell students you will pass
folders out for the next lesson.

c. Continue to work with students who need extra support and students
who need additional, more challenging goals. Check to be sure all stu-
dents including struggling writers have memorized pow + tree by now.
If some have not, provide extra practice.
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d. begin discussing with students how they can use pow +
tree at other times than in class. who might they want
to write to and try to convince them about something?
could you use this for writing for the school paper? to
your parents? as appropriate, discuss how students can
use pow + tree + twa when they take a writing test that
asks them to write an opinion essay (relate to your state
or school testing).

Space Travel
We learn from space travel. Space travel is very important. Earth is part of a
large solar system. This solar system has our sun and many planets. People
wanted to go to other planets for a long time. Scientists worked many years
to go into space. Now rockets can travel away from Earth. Spaceships can even
travel further than our solar system.
People who fly in rockets are called astronauts. They travel far away from

Earth to study outer space. Astronauts cannot breathe in outer space. They
wear space suits to get air they need. They eat special food in the rockets.
They cannot eat normal food in space. Some rockets do not have astronauts.
These rockets have machines that bring back information and new samples
from space.
The Earth may run out of resources. Our solar system has many resources.

Space travel canmake it possible to get resources from space. Many people live
on Earth.More people are born every second. Theywill need newplaces to live.
Some people think we can make more room to live in space.
Scientists who study space travel have discoveredmany things. These things

help us on earth. Space travel has helped create new technology. Cell phones,
the internet, and cable tv are things we use that scientists who study space
travel helped invent. Scientists who worked on space travel helped develop
newmedical approaches like an artificial heart pump. They helped invent new
breathing systems for fire fighters. They even helped us learn how to keep our
food safer.
Space travel also helps our economy. Space travel creates jobs. Space travel

creates inventions we can sell. We spend a lot of money on space travel. The
money we spend is worth it because space travel helps us in many ways.

pow +tree+twa: lesson # 9
This lesson may take more than one class session to complete. If students are
not ready to take the lead after this lesson, this lesson may be repeated as
needed, using new source text.
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Purpose: CollaborativeWriting

Objectives: Review pow+tree+twa, begin collaborative writing and gradual
release of control to students, reinforce transfer

Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Informational text (Space Travel
Con)

– Linking words/attention getters
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)
– Self-statements sheet
– Pencil

– Colored pencils
– Scratch paper
– Lined paper
– Rockets graphing sheet
– Different color highlighters
(optional)

– Student folders

i Review twa

a. Give each student a piece of paper and ask them to write out the strategy
reminder, twa, with spaces as done in Lesson 7. Ask them what each
letter stands for. Orally practice the six steps of twa. If students have
trouble with the parts, give them a few minutes to practice together.
Briefly practice pow+tree as well if needed.

b. Ask the students if they remember why it is important to use twa when
reading an informational text. Let them (or you) give examples of how
twa can help in reading informational text when you need to write a
persuasive essay.

ii if needed, re-model and repeat lesson 6 before
continuing here, using a new source text (withWhole
Class or Small Groups).

iii Group CollaborativeWriting, Teacher Leads
(Teacher Note: Review Lesson 3 in preparing for this lesson, same basic proce-
dures used here.)

a. Pass out student folders, if not already out. Ask students to get out their
pow+tree+twachart, linkingwordchart (remember, students canadd
to this list across lessons), and self-statements list.

b. Write this prompt on the board:
prompt: Write an essay persuading adults that the government
should stop spending money on space travel.
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Discuss—this is the opposite view of the last essay we worked on! Remind
students: I might agree or disagree with this, but my job is to show
what I know andwrite a really good persuasive essay. Additionally, have
students think about their audience for this prompt. What type of hook
(more formal or informal) would be appropriate for this audience?

c. Let students lead the writing process as much as possible. Help students
as needed. This is a collaborative process, together you will write a group
essay as before, but using pow+tree+twa. Briefly review the goals for
writing an opinion essay with the students. See if students can give you
all of these, help as needed: Powerful opinion essays get the reader’s
attention and tell the reader what you believe, give at least three good
reasons why, give explanations for each reason, use linking words, and
have a good ending sentence.Whenwehave informational text,weneed
to use ideas from the text for reasons and explanations. We can easily
givemore than 3 reasons andwecangivemore andbetter explanations.
Also, good opinion essays are fun to write, fun for others to read, make
sense, and may convince the reader to agree with you.

d. How do we start? Pull as much as possible from students: Our persuasive
essay assignment today is toWrite an essay persuading adults that the
government should stop spending money on space travel. Now, I need
to start with pow. Review, p stands for? (Pick my idea). Ok, my assign-
ment tells me that I need to write to persuade my classmates that we
should stop spending money on space travel. That’s p! Throughout twa
and tree, encourage students to use, or help you use, self-statements as
appropriate.

e. What do we do next? o stands for Organize my notes, review: we have an
informational text to help us with that, so we won’t fill in my note chart
yet. We need to do twa first! On scratch paper, write t, w, and a, each
with two lines below to mark off as you complete the next steps. Lead
students through the two steps for t, think aboutmyown ideas for reasons
and explanations and make notes on tree notes sheet using their ideas.
Remind students that we can think about what information from the text
we want to use to support our ideas and we can find new ideas in the text,
and people who score writing to persuade tests will look
to see if you use your ideas and ideas from what you read.
Check off step one for t on checklist. Lead students through step 2, being
sure they can complete the sentence about the author’s purpose: The
author wrote this text to inform/teach me about (why the government
should stop spending money on space travel). Check off t step two on the
twamonitoring checklist.
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f. Look back at twa on chart, and then lead students through the two steps
of w, assisting as needed. Help students set a pace for reading the first
time through that allows them to think about what they are reading.
Reread and use markers (students can help or work on their own copy at
their desk), marking Rs and Es. As you highlight, note where the author
provides facts. Remind students that facts can really help you convince a
reader. Check off both steps for w.

g. Look back at twa on chart, and lead students through the two steps for
a. Pull from students—Step 1, now is when we use tree! Using scratch
paper organizer, makes notes for tree. Guide students to look back at
the text several times to help make notes and to look at the notes the
group made for your own ideas. Work with students to select reasons and
explanations and number the reasons in the order you want to use them.
Remember to think about linking words.Mark off the two steps for a.

h. Write the essay together, beginning with a strong topic sentence that
catches the reader and then explanations and reasons. Work with students
to put your ideas into your own words. Look back at the text as needed.
Encourage students to add ideas or make changes as you write (write and
say more). Include a good ending (all parts of tree).

iii Graph This Essay

a. Have students help you graph this essay using a rocket sheet. Discuss with
students how reading an informational text has helped you all write a
goodpersuasive essay together.Tell students youwillwrite together again,
but soon they will do this on their own.

iv Wrap-Up

a. Tell students that next time they will try to write out the twa mnemonic
(like above) and tell what it means.

b. Give each student their own folder. Ask students to put their materials
from the lesson in the folders. Collect folders. Tell students you will pass
folders out for the next lesson.

c. Continue to work with students who need extra support and students
who need additional, more challenging goals. Check to be sure all stu-
dents including struggling writers have memorized pow + tree by now.
If some have not, provide extra practice.

d. discuss with students
1. how they can use pow + tree + twa at other times—in

their other classes and outside of class. who might
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they want to write to and try to convince them about
something?

2. how could they find informational text if it wasn’t
given to them (books in their school, library, home,
online, etc). could you use this for writing for the
school paper? to your parents?

3. as appropriate, discuss how students can use pow +
tree + twa when they take a writing test that asks
them to write an opinion essay (relate to your state
or school testing).
a. Students need to be explicitly taught that they should use the

strategies in all settings that are appropriate.
b. If students are going to use this strategy on a state test, conduct

a practice test.

DoWe Need Space Travel?
Earth is a part of a large solar system. The solar system has the sun and many
other planets in space. People have wanted to go into space for many years.
Scientists worked hard to go into space. We have had a space program in our
country for more than 50 years. Scientists made fast rockets for space travel.
These rockets can go 7 miles in one second! They are strong and break free
from gravity. Some rockets can take astronauts into space. Other rockets take
machines into space to get information and bring back samples.
Nowwe can travel in space. But, space travel is hard and costs a lot of money.

Some people say we should stop spending time andmoney on space travel.We
have spent many billions of dollars on space travel. Building one rocket can
costmore than a billion dollars. Think aboutwhatwe could dowith thatmoney
here onEarth.Wehavemanyproblems.There aremany sick childrenwhoneed
help. Some families do not have homes or enough food to eat.We should spend
time andmoney helping people on Earth.We have other problems.We need to
save the rainforest and stop global warming.
We will get more for our money if we explore our oceans instead of space.

90%of the ocean floor has not been studied. Studying oceans costs lessmoney
and can help us learn new things. We can learn how to make more water to
drink. We can learn how to make newmedicines frommany sea creatures.
Some scientists say we can learn how to make it rain where and when we

want it to. We need to spend our money on this. Then, we can grow more
food and help people and help the Earth. We can learn how to stop global
warming. There are many good reasons to stop spending time and money on
space travel.
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pow +tree+twa: lesson # 10
Note to teachers: This lesson will take more than one class session to com-
plete. This lesson is repeated, using new source texts, as needed until stu-
dents are able to write independently. If students attempt to write alone (or
any other step, such as not using markers to note r’s and e’s in source text)
and have difficulty, back up and repeat this lesson or parts of it as needed—
with thewhole class, small groups, or individual students. Use peer supports
as helpful. If you are preparing your students to take a timed test where
theywrite a persuasive/opinion essay after reading source text, youwill need
to:

a) Practice pow+tree+twa with source text that matches the testing text
in characteristics, if that text is longer or more difficult than the instruc-
tional text. Further, especially for struggling readers andwriters, you need
to discuss what to do when the source text includes words or terms you
don’t understand (for example, the word “economy” was unknown to
many of our 4th grade struggling writers when we read the space travel
text, and evenwhenwe tried to define and discuss it, it remained difficult
for some of them). For testing situations only, we told our students the
following: “In the future when you are reading informational texts and
writing essays for a writing test, there may be parts of the text that you
don’t understand. If you don’t understand it, and you are not allowed to
ask anyone to help you, move on because you won’t be convincing if you
try to write about things you don’t understand. Also, there are plenty of
other reasons and explanations that the informational text gives you that
you will understand.”

b) Practice pow+tree+twa within the time allowed on the test. For some
ideas on how to help students prepare for timed writing tests, please see
our Lesson Plans for Count andPlan fast (for timedwriting of a narrative
fictional story with self as main character).

Purpose: Collaborative Writing, students lead; release of control until stu-
dents reach Independent Performance.

Objectives: Review pow+tree+twa, collaborative writing with less teacher
support until students are able to write independently using source text, wean
off highlighters (if utilized—see teacher tips for alternative to highlighters),
reinforce transfer.
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Materials:
– Mnemonic chart
– Informational text (Orlando, Rain-
forests, tv Con, tv Pro)

– Linking words/attention gettersdi-
vthreeheadtodivthreetail
chart

– Flash cards (if desired)
– Self-statements sheet

– Rocket graphing sheet
– Pencil
– Colored Pencils
– Scratch paper
– Lined paper
– Rockets graphing sheet
– Different color highlighters
(optional)

Teacher Decisions that Need to be Made Ahead Each Time This Lesson is
Taught:

1. How much guidance and support do I need to provide with the source
text? Do I need to read the source text out loud with them, and mark it
with them again?

2. Do my students need to use highlighters again? Either the first or second
time you teach this lesson, explain to your students that when they take
a persuasive writing test, they will not have highlighters. Instead of high-
lighters, they can underline ideas for reasons and circle ideas for expla-
nations (or, use big capital r’s and big capital e’s to note ideas for reasons
and explanations in the text; or any other method you and your students
prefer). Demonstrate and practice this with the students until they are
comfortable with it.

3. Howmuch guidance and support do I need to providewith planning? Try
letting students plan alone using this or the next source text, and then go
over their plans together and see who needs more help.

4. How much guidance and support do I need to provide with writing the
essay? You can let students start writing alone, and then help as needed,
or you can write collaboratively with students leading the first time, and
move toward greater independence the next time.

One way to do this lesson the first time is to read andmark the source text with
the students, each marking their own copy of the source text (highlighters or
alternative marking, your choice), then let them plan and write as indepen-
dently as possible. Or, you might make a plan all together, and then let them
write independently. The goal is for them tobe able to read the source text inde-
pendently and do each step of pow+tree+twa independently, using only line
paper and no charts or other supportmaterials.When they can do this success-
fully, they have reached independent performance.
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i Review twa—if Needed

a. Orally (or on paper if needed) practice the six steps of twa. If students
have trouble with the parts, give them a fewminutes to practice together.
Briefly practice pow+tree as well if needed.

b. Ask the students if they remember why it is important to use twa when
reading an informational text. Let them (or you) give examples of how
twa can help in reading informational text when you need to write a
persuasive essay.

ii CollaborativeWriting, Wean off Teacher Support
(Teacher note: Review Lesson 7 before teaching Lesson 8 if helpful, as steps are
given briefly here.)

a. Pass out student folders, if not already out. If needed, ask students to
get out their pow+tree+twa chart, linking words chart (remember,
students can add to this list across lessons), and self-statements list.The
goal is to wean off use of these.

b. Write this prompt on the board:
prompt: Write an essay persuading your family that visiting Orlando,
fl good idea.

Additional prompts:
prompt: Write an essay convincing your teachers that saving the rain-
forest is important.
prompt:Write an essay convincing your classmates that toomuch tv is
bad for you.
prompt:Writeanessaypersuadingyourparents that tv canbegood for
you.

Remind students: I might agree or disagree with this, but my job is to
show what I know and write a really good persuasive essay.

c. Let students lead the writing process as much as possible. Help as little
as possible, but do help when needed. As needed, review the goals for
writing an opinion essay with the students. See if students can give you
all of these, help as needed: Powerful opinion essays get the reader’s
attention and tell the reader what you believe, give at least three good
reasons why, give explanations for each reason, use linking words, and
have a good ending sentence.Whenwehave informational text,weneed
to use ideas from the text for reasons and explanations. We can easily
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givemore than 3 reasons andwecangivemore andbetter explanations.
Also, good opinion essays are fun to write, fun for others to read, make
sense, and may convince the reader to agree with you.

d. As in Lesson 9, make sure students use all steps of pow+tree+twa, but
allow students to lead (or work independently when ready) and help
as needed. Throughout twa and tree, encourage students to use, or
help you use, self-statements as appropriate. The key points in twa are
summarized here:

t: 1. Think about my own ideas for reasons and explanations and
make notes on scratch paper usingmy ideas. Remind students that
people who score writing to persuade tests will look
to see if they used their ideas and ideas from what
they read.
t: 2.Theauthorwrote this text to inform/teachmeabout __________.
w: 1. Set a pace for reading the first time through that allows me to
think about what I am reading.
w:2.Reread,markingRsandEs.Asyoumark,notewhere theauthor
provides facts. note: some students will begin to mark
while they read the first time, rather than waiting,
and this is fine as long as they are doing so correctly.
this is an indication that they are becoming more
capable of this form of close reading.
a: 1.Nowiswhenweusetree!Usingscratchpaperorganizer,makes
notes for tree. (Look back at the text as needed to helpmake notes
and look at the notes for your own ideas.)
a: 2. Select reasons and explanations and number the reasons in
the order you want to use them. Remember to think about linking
words.

Students should then compose the full essay from their notes.

iii Graph This Essay andWrap Up

a. Have students graph each essay (written collaboratively or alone) using
a rocket sheet. Discuss with students how reading an informational text
has helped you all write a good persuasive essay together. Tell students
that soon they will do this on their own. As appropriate, prepare for and
discuss timed testing.
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iv Wrap-Up

a. Tell students that next time they will try to write out the twa mnemonic
(like above) and tell what it means.

b. Give each student their own folder. Ask students to put their materials
from the lesson in the folders. Collect folders. Tell students you will pass
folders out for the next lesson.

c. Continue to work with students who need extra support and students
who need additional, more challenging goals. Check to be sure all stu-
dents including struggling writers have memorized pow + tree + twa
by now. If some have not, provide extra practice.

Things to Do in Orlando, Florida
Orlando is a city in the state of Florida. A lot of people go to Orlando because
DisneyWorld is there.DisneyWorld is a great park. It has rides for all ages.There
are also showsduring the day.DisneyWorld has awater park too. At night, there
is always a parade. There are also fireworks at night!
People visiting Orlando can go to other fun parks nearby. Visitors like Uni-

versal Studios. Universal Studios has many rides based on movies. Universal
Studios also has fun shows you can watch. Sea World is also nearby. You can
see ocean animals in shows there. Lego Land is also nearby. Kids can play with
Legos there. There are rides and a water park too.
There aremany other things to do nearOrlando. There are zoos and gardens.

You can take hot air balloon rides, go to an alligator show, or see a museum.
There are many good museums in Orlando where you can learn a lot. The
Orlando Science Center is a lot of fun and you learn a lot about science. You can
even see space rockets. DinosaurWorld is an outdoor museum people love.
A lot of people go to cities near Orlando to see sports. There are baseball

games, football games, and car races nearby. Orlando has a pro basketball team,
too! Florida’s many beaches are another reason to go to Orlando. People can
swim or play in the sand.
Orlando has niceweather all year. In thewinter, it does not get very cold. The

highs are usually above 60 degrees. In the summer, it does not get too hot. Highs
are usually in the 80s. Orlando gets a lot of sun, too. There are many things to
do in Orlando even when it rains. There are many indoor and outdoor things
to do in Orlando.

Rainforests
Rainforests are forests that get lots of sun and lots of rain. Many kinds of tall
trees and many kinds of plants live in the rainforests. Millions of animals and
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insects live in rainforests. Scientists say theremaybemore than amillionplants
and animals in the rainforest we have not discovered yet. Some people live in
the rainforests too.
Rainforests are very important. They help people and the Earth in many

ways. Rainforests help make rain clouds and the Earth needs rain. Rain also
helps the rainforest to stay healthy. People need rain so that they have water
to drink and use. Rainforests also make lots of the oxygen we have on Earth.
People and animals need oxygen to live. Rainforests also help keep our air clean
and healthy.
Many plants only grow in rainforests. Scientists study these plants and learn

how tomake newmedicines people need. Over 70% of the medicines we have
to fight cancer come from rainforest plants.Manymoremedicines people need
come from rainforest plants. Scientists believe we will discover thousands of
newmedicines by studying rainforest plants. Many foods come from rainforest
plants too, like chocolate and bananas.
Rainforests are being cut down. They use to cover 14% of the Earth’s surface.

Rainforests now cover only 6% of the Earth’s surface. Soon we may have no
rainforest at all! People cut down and sell the trees. People dig up and sell
minerals from the ground. They make roads to get to the trees and minerals.
Roads help people take away more and more trees. Plants and animals die.
Some people lose their homes.
What will happen if we keep cutting down rainforests?When the plants are

gone, we cannot find new medicines. Will we have enough rain? Will we have
enough oxygen and clean air?Will foods we like be hard to get?What else can
you think of that will be a problem if we keep cutting down rainforests?

Watching tv
Kids between ages 6 and 11 watch about 28 hours of tv weekly. That is like
watching a whole day of tv each week! Experts are people who study things.
Experts say some kids who watch a lot of tv get lower grades. These children
may have a hard time getting along with others. Experts are not sure why some
kids have these problems.
Kid’s brains need input from all body parts. tv only uses eyes and ears.

Making crafts uses eyes and hands. Playing outside games uses legs and arms.
Cooking food uses noses, eyes, and hands. Our brains learn more from actions
that use many body parts. Using all of our senses helps our brain grow.
Kids learn best frompeople. Talking and listening is key at school and home.

Whenwatching tv, people don’t talk to each other asmuch. Comparewatching
tv to reading a book together. People learn more words when they read. The
book’swords usually takemore brainpower. People learnwhen they play games
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together, too. It is not as helpful to sit by each other and watch tv. It is better to
be active with each other.
Experts say kids whowatch tvmay havemore trouble focusing. Their brains

like a faster pace. School and real lifemay seem slower and boring to these kids.
Also, the sounds from tv may be distracting. It can keep part of kids’ brains
thinking about the tv show. This can happen even when they are talking to
someone else.
There are many things to do besides watching tv. Kids might play with

friends. Reading books is also fun. Kids could play with toys or build things.
Going outside is also nice. Kids can choose tv or something more active!

Reasons toWatch tv
Almost all people in theushave tvs. In fact, 99%of us homeshave a tv. People
may own tvs because tvs can be a good learning tool. It is easy to see a faraway
place on tv.
People learn a lot from tv. Sesame Street and Dora the Explorer are cartoons

that help kids learn about letters and other places. Some kids like history
shows. Kids can learn about famouspeople.Others like travel or cooking shows.
Finally, people can watch sports games played in cities far from them.
tv can be very helpful. Kids can learn how to make crafts or projects. They

might see someone sew. Some people on tv build with wood and metal.
Curious kids can find out how things work. On tv, kids can see how things

are made. They can see how homes are repaired. Kids can even see buildings
being built! They can watch airplanes, cars, or trains. They can see big trucks
and cranes at work. Kids want to know more about what they learn at school.
Science and other educational shows help with schoolwork.
By watching tv, children see jobs they can dowhen they are adults. Kids can

see artists. They can see chefs and clothes designers. Kids can watch people
build small or large things, too!
People can listen to new languages on tv. It is easier to learn English or

Spanish when you hear people talk. Kids can read closed caption words on tv,
too. This helps them learn to read. They see words and hear them at the same
time.
Kidsmay have problemswith school or friends. Friends disagree sometimes.

It helps when families watch tv together. Adults and kids can talk about how
to solve problems.
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iii Source Text Table of Contents

1. Writing of Informational Source Text
2. Bike Helmets
3. Community Service
4. SavingWater
5. Cyber-Bullying
6. Fine Arts in Schools
7. Fit Kids
8. Libraries
9. Things to Do in Orlando, Florida
10. Owning a Pet
11. pe in Schools
12. Plastic Bags
13. Rainforests
14. Sleep
15. Smoking Cigarettes
16. Solar Energy
17. DoWe Need Space Travel?
18. Space Travel
19. Teamwork
20. Watching tv
21. Reasons toWatch tv
22. Effects of Video Games
23. Video Games
24. Year Round School

* Source Text—Source text is listed in alphabetical order based on topic. One
page informational text was written to use with lessons on a variety of topics.
The lesson plans specify the source text that was used when these lessons were
taught during a research study. Teachers are free to pick and choose the source
text theywould like to usewithin each lesson.There aremore source text topics
than needed for the lessons.

Writing of Informational Source Text
Wecreated amaster list of source text topics thatwould be of interest for fourth
and fifth graders and that had at least one distinct point of view (for example,
reasons to wear bike helmets).
Wewrote the text using factual information fromat least three child-friendly

websites. All source texts had an overall length less than one page using Times
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New Roman size 16 font with single spaced paragraphs and double spaced,
indented new paragraphs, which was a range of 350–375 words and 30–35 sen-
tences per text. Source texts were written at a fourth grade reading level. The
reading level was checked using the online software program, The Readability
Test Tool (http://read-able.com).Word choice substitutions (for example, “peo-
ple” for “astronauts”)werenoted indrafts, alongwith readability scores and text
sources. Each draft was edited by at least three other researchers prior to texts’
use as a probe or in instruction.
A prompt for each source text was created. The process continued until

twenty-three source texts and prompts were created. Source text and corre-
sponding prompts were assigned to either instruction or probes.

Bike Helmets
Everyone is talking about bike safety these days. Why? Lots of kids ride bikes.
Some kids get injured while riding bikes. Staying safe is important for all kids.
It is important to use a bike helmet to stay safe.
One thing kids like to do is ride bikes. Over 10 million kids ride bikes. Kids

ride bikes for fun. They also ride bikes to go places. About 13% of kids ride their
bikes to school. Kids get a lot of exercise by riding bikes.
But some kids get injured while riding bikes. Every year 400,000 kids are

injured when riding their bikes. About 300,000 of these kids go to the hospital.
About 10,000 kids have to stay a few days in the hospital. Some kids hurt their
heads and that can be very bad because the brain can be damaged.
Safety is an important part of bike riding. Kids can wear knee and elbow

pads. These reduce cuts and scrapes kids get when they fall off their bike.
They can also wear helmets when they ride their bike. Kids do not always wear
helmets when they ride a bike. At one school, only 45% of kids who rode bikes
wore a helmet. In the u.s., only 43% of kids wear helmets most of the time.
Manykids say theywouldwear helmets if they lookedbetter. Kids need to know
that it is more important to protect your brain than it is to look good.
Bike helmets are really important to prevent injuries and hospital visits.

Wearing a bike helmet can reduce 8 out of 10 head injuries. Helmets are made
with strong foam and plastic that protects the brain. The helmet must fit well
around the head and chin. Helmets are not very expensive. Bike helmets can
cost less than $20 at a toy store or any other store. Some families don’t have
money to buy a helmet. Local groups like the ymca will donate helmets for
kids.

http://read-able.com
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Community Service
Volunteering is a way people spend their time. Volunteering is helping people
without getting anything in return. Volunteering is often called community
service. An example could be a coach or troop leader. There aremanyways kids
can help too. Kids can lend a helping hand for things they care about. Anyone
can do a kind act. Community service can help make the world better.
Kids can serve in many ways. One way is by gathering goods. An example is

collecting food for hungrypeople. Another idea is a clothingdrive. Children can
also give their time. A kid could visit the elderly. Reading to someone younger
is another caring act. A third way to assist is through the earth. Kids can clean
trash in a park. Planting trees or flowers is also nice.
Community service is good for volunteers. Many people make new friends

while helping. Thismakes service fun.Many people feel good about themselves
when doing kind acts. This is because they show that they care. Helping can
make people happy about their life too. For example, a person could assist the
homeless. The person then may feel more thankful for their home.
When planning service, think about what you like. You can ask your parents

for ideas. You also need to know when you have time. If you are nervous,
volunteer with your parents. You could also serve with a friend. Creating your
own projects is another idea. Once you have a plan, share it with an adult.
Be ready when you volunteer. Listen to any directions you are given. Make

sure to pack supplies you need. Also, bring snacks and water. Volunteering can
be hard work. Take a break if you need to. In the end, remember to have fun!

SavingWater
Everyone is talking about saving water these days. Why?Water is used a lot by
human beings. Only a small amount of water on earth is useful for us. Every day
the population of earth increases. It is important to save water.
People, animals, and plants needwater to stay alive.We usewater for almost

everything we do. Water is used to grow food. Water is used to put out fires.
Water from rivers is used to make electricity. People use water to shower.
Washing a car takes 150 gallons of water. It takes 13 gallons of water to make a
gallon of gasoline. Flying 700miles on an airplane uses more than 9000 gallons
of water. It takes a lot of water to raise a cow so that we can have hamburgers.
A family in the United States uses about 400 gallons of water a day.
Most of the earth is covered by water, but only 1% of the water on earth can

be used by people. The rest is salt water or water frozen in ice. We can’t drink
this water. We can’t wash with it. We can’t use it to grow food.
The number of people living on our world keeps growing daily. Today there

are about 7 billion people living on earth. By the year 2020 the population on
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earth may be 8 billion. We need to think about how to make our water last so
that we do not run out of water someday.
There are many things we can do to conserve water. We can take shorter

showers. Don’t take baths very often, because baths usemore water than show-
ers. Do not leave water running when you brush your teeth. Nearly 22% of
water used at home comes fromwashing clothes.Weoften usemorewater than
needed towash a small loadof clothes. People canuse abucket of water towash
their cars or bikes instead of using the hose.

Cyber-Bullying
Kids like to be social. Kids can have friends at school. They like to stay in touch
with friends after school. They can talk to their friends on the phone. They can
also talk online. Many kids talk through social media. Lots of kids like to be
social online.
Once in a while kids fight with their friends. This can happen when they

disagree. It can also occur when kids do not like one another. Some kids have
people they don’t get along with. Fights are not just in school halls.
Online bullying is when a child is teased online. This is often called cyber-

bullying. Some kids write and post cruel things about other kids. The things
kids saymay not even be true. Kids might write things they would not say face-
to-face. These messages are hurtful. This bullying is very bad.
Kids who are bullied can be very sad. Most of them do not tell adults. About

half of all kids havebeenbullied online.Manykids havebeenbulliedmore than
once. 81% of kids think it is easier to get away with online bullying.
Kids may show signs that they are being cyber-bullied. Bullied childrenmay

appear sad. Some bullied children don’t want to go to school. Some kids start
to get bad grades. Others say that they have no friends. Many are in a badmood
after using the computer.
Children who are the bullies show a lot of anger. Some bullies want to get

revenge. Kids who are bully want to get a reaction. In person bullying can occur
during school. But, online bullies do hurtful things after school. Cyber-bullying
impacts many kids’ lives.

Fine Arts in Schools
Most people believe art, music, and drama in school are good. But others do
not agree. These people thinkmath, science, and reading are better. Art, music,
and drama are called fine arts classes. Fine arts classes help kids learn. Fine arts
help kids be creative. It is good for kids to showwho they are through art,music,
and drama.
All forms of art help our brains grow. Art can teach kids about colors and

shapes. Art can calm kids down. School work can be tough. Music can help us
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relax. Kids can learn about math and science through music. Music teaches
people how to listen. Drama teaches students speech skills. Kids can learn to
speak in front of large groups.
Children can also learn about history through fine arts. Fine arts classes

are ways for kids to learn about other cultures. Many groups have their own
style. Cultures use a variety of items to make art. They also use several types of
instruments. People often share their history through drama. Learning about
the art, music, and drama can give kids a deeper knowledge of cultures.
All people have special talents. Some kids are great at art. They should have

the chance to learn about art in school. When making art, kids move their
hands. This is done when painting or drawing. These skills help children with
writing. Art helps kids’ visual skills. This can be done by making things out of
clay.
Art and music make people happy. It’s fun to think of new ideas. Kids like

working with each other. Children who study art get better grades. Kids who
take fine artsmiss less school. Kids who takemusic and drama classes do better
inmath and reading.They are not bored at school. Fine arts are as great as other
classes.

Fit Kids
Everyone is talking about fit kids these days. Why? We know exercise makes
the brain and body work well. So does eating healthy foods. Your energy level
is higher when you eat well and exercise. This makes your muscles and bones
stronger too. It is also important to stay at a healthy weight to be a fit kid.
Kids need 60 minutes of physical activity each day. About 66% of kids do

not get this much exercise. They spend 12 hours a day watching television, on
the computer, or playing video games. Kids do not play outside very much.
Almost three out of every five kids spend less than four days a week playing
outside.
Kids can get exercise by walking, riding a bike, running, and playing games.

They can also dance or walk a dog. Kids can get exercise during recess at
school. They can also exercise with their family. Playing sports is a good form
of exercise. There are lots of different sports to choose from. There are lots of
ways to get fit!
Many kids in the u.s. do not eat enough of the foods that are good for them.

You should eat different kinds of healthy food each day. This includes two to
three ounces of whole grains. Doctors suggest kids should eat five cups of fruits
and vegetables a day. Only 20% of children eat this much whole grains, fruits,
and vegetables. Kids need to eat protein each day. Protein helps kids grow and
be healthy.
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Sometimes kids eat too much food. Eating too much can make you feel
stuffed. Eating too much food can also make you gain weight. So can eating
too much junk food. Nearly one-third of children in the u.s. eat fast food every
day. Sugar is very common in what they eat. Kids drink more soda each day
than milk. Milk and water are much better for kids than soda. Soda can make
kids gain weight too.

Libraries
What would it be like with no libraries? Many people think we do not need
libraries. They say everything is online. People forget that libraries are impor-
tant to a town or city. The first library was built many years ago. Its books were
made of clay. After that books were made of paper. The first paper books were
written by hand. Libraries are good for us all.
Libraries help people learn to read. They help people keep reading. But now

libraries have paper books, online books, music, movies, and more! People can
borrow these things to take home. Then they must return them to the library.
Then other people can borrow them. You do not need to buy these things from
the store.
All people in a town or city can go to the library. There is a lot to do at a

library. People read stories out loud. People listen to the stories. Some people
do not have computers at home. People come to use computers. Others want
to sit and read. Other places can be loud. Libraries are usually quiet. It can be
nice to be in a quiet place.
Libraries are also places to learn new things. Classes are offered at many

libraries. There are classes on learning English. There are classes on finding
a job. Libraries can help you learn when you are not in school. Libraries are
different than schools. People there do not tell you what to do. They do not test
you. They want you to enjoy a book, movie, or music. Then they want you to
return it.
Libraries have many online books! Some people do not know this. Did you

know that one library has an online book that costs $7000? Libraries can buy
books ormaterials thatmost people cannot buy. Libraries are an important part
of a city or town.

Things to Do in Orlando, Florida
Orlando is a city in the state of Florida. A lot of people go to Orlando because
DisneyWorld is there.DisneyWorld is a great park. It has rides for all ages.There
are also showsduring the day.DisneyWorld has awater park too. At night, there
is always a parade. There are also fireworks at night!
People visiting Orlando can go to other fun parks nearby. Visitors like Uni-

versal Studios. Universal Studios has many rides based on movies. Universal
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Studios also has fun shows you can watch. Sea World is also nearby. You can
see ocean animals in shows there. Lego Land is also nearby. Kids can play with
Legos there. There are rides and a water park too.
There aremany other things to do nearOrlando. There are zoos and gardens.

You can take hot air balloon rides, go to an alligator show, or see a museum.
There are many good museums in Orlando where you can learn a lot. The
Orlando Science Center is a lot of fun and you learn a lot about science. You
can even see space rockets. Dinosaur World is an outdoor museum people
love.
A lot of people go to cities near Orlando to see sports. There are baseball

games, football games, and car races nearby. Orlando has a pro basketball team,
too! Florida’s many beaches are another reason to go to Orlando. People can
swim or play in the sand.
Orlando has niceweather all year. In thewinter, it does not get very cold. The

highs are usually above 60 degrees. In the summer, it does not get too hot. Highs
are usually in the 80s. Orlando gets a lot of sun, too. There are many things to
do in Orlando even when it rains. There are many indoor and outdoor things
to do in Orlando.

Owning a Pet
Many families ownpets. Pets canhelp children inmanyways.Animals can calm
people down. Pets can help children feel safe. A dog or cat can even help kids
relax. Pets do not judge people or give orders. Most pets are very loyal to their
owners.
Children love to play. Animals like to play too. Children and pets can play

together. A fun game played with a dog is fetch. When playing with pets, kids
learn to treat them with care. Children should be kind to animals. Pets teach
children to be gentle. Pets can teach kids respect for living things.
Parents buy pets to teach life skills to children. Kids learn from taking care

of their pets. Kids might have chores like feeding the pet. Kids can also groom
their pet. Some children help more around the house when they own a pet.
Kids often get better grades when they are pet owners.
Pets need to be trained. People also need to spend time with their pets.

Training a dog to do a trick is fun. It can teach kids about never giving up. Seeing
a furry friend succeed is great. Pets need to be taught about house rules. Some
owners do not want pets eating human food. Children can help by not feeding
pets from the table.
Pets are also nice companions. Exercising together is good for both children

and their pets. Older children may be in charge of taking a pet for a walk.
Children often talk to their pets. Children may be nervous to read out loud to
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friends or family. These kids may like reading to a pet instead. It is usually less
stressful to read to a dog. The dogwill not care if a child reads slowly. Kidsmight
make mistakes while reading to a pet. The dog will be happy anyway.

pe in Schools
Many kids love pe in school! pe is physical education. In pe, kids learn about
sports. Sports are fun. pe has many benefits. Many healthy adults started good
habits as kids. pe is a favorite part of school for lots of reasons.
pe helps kids in other classes. This is because they are moving around in pe.

Activity helpsmoves bloodwhich carries oxygen through the body. Thatmakes
it easier to think. Then, the teacher makes more sense. It is also easier to think
about school work. Kids can focus on problems. They can understand more in
class.
Kids learn to play sports in pe. They learn rules for well-known games. They

also get to play as part of a team. Kids learn to take turns. They get to cheer for
others. pe teachers encourage kids to do their best. That helps kids be happy
when they tryhard.Kids learn it is not just aboutwinning. Students canbecome
friends when on the same team. Teams can set goals. Then they can work
together to reach their goals.
Field day is popular atmany schools. On field day, students compete inmany

games. They run. Kids see who can throw a ball the farthest. They see who can
jump the highest. Adults usually keep score during field day. Field day is fun
for adults and children! School events help adults and kids stay active together.
Other school events raise money through pe. They use help groups, like Jump
Rope for Heart. pe teachers often organize these events. pe teachers also help
kids practice during pe class. That helps kids set and reach goals, too.
Many kids learn sports in groups after school. Not all kids can do this. Some

kids play musical instruments. Others like art. Those kids have music or art
lessons after school. They do not have time to play sports too. At school, all
kids participate in pe. That means all kids have the chance to learn sports in
pe.

Plastic Bags
Many cities have placed a ban on plastic bags. This means stores cannot give
customers plastic bags. Instead they must use paper bags. Shoppers can also
bring their own bags. This is because plastic bags are harmful.
The first way plastic bags are bad is that they create litter. Some people toss

their plastic bags outside. Many bags also blow away in the wind. As a result,
bags end up as trash in parks, streets, and water. This makes the place we go
dirty.
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Also, plastic bags hurt animals. Many animals eat plastic bags by mistake
because they think the bags are food. This causes animals to die. It can happen
to animals on land and in water. Animals can get tangled in plastic bags. This
could cause animals to drown or birds not to fly.
Plastic bags are also harmful because they do not break down. This means

they stay on earth forever.Millions of plastic bags are used in the u.s. each year.
The plastic bags fill up landfills. Some people try to burn plastic bags. This puts
bad smoke in the air. Instead bags could be made from items that will break
down. This means they will become a safe part of the Earth.
Finally, plastic bags aremade using oil which is an important energy source.

Using oil costs a lot of money. This is because it cannot be renewed. Using this
resource is lowering the amount left on Earth.
There areways to cut the amount of plastic bags onEarth. Oneway is to use a

cloth bag when shopping. This is used to carry the items you buy. If you already
have plastic bags, you can recycle them.This can be done by using them to hold
garbage.

Rainforests
Rainforests are forests that get lots of sun and lots of rain. Many kinds of tall
trees and many kinds of plants live in the rainforests. Millions of animals and
insects live in rainforests. Scientists say theremaybemore than amillionplants
and animals in the rainforest we have not discovered yet. Some people live in
the rainforests too.
Rainforests are very important. They help people and the Earth in many

ways. Rainforests help make rain clouds and the Earth needs rain. Rain also
helps the rainforest to stay healthy. People need rain so that they have water
to drink and use. Rainforests also make lots of the oxygen we have on Earth.
People and animals need oxygen to live. Rainforests also help keep our air clean
and healthy.
Many plants only grow in rainforests. Scientists study these plants and learn

how tomake newmedicines people need. Over 70% of the medicines we have
to fight cancer come from rainforest plants.Manymoremedicines people need
come from rainforest plants. Scientists believe we will discover thousands of
newmedicines by studying rainforest plants. Many foods come from rainforest
plants too, like chocolate and bananas.
Rainforests are being cut down. They use to cover 14% of the Earth’s surface.

Rainforests now cover only 6% of the Earth’s surface. Soon we may have no
rainforest at all! People cut down and sell the trees. People dig up and sell
minerals from the ground. They make roads to get to the trees and minerals.
Roads help people take away more and more trees. Plants and animals die.
Some people lose their homes.
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What will happen if we keep cutting down rainforests? When the plants
are gone, we cannot find new medicines. Will we have enough rain? Will
we have enough oxygen and clean air? Will foods we like be hard to get?
What else can you think of that will be a problem if we keep cutting down
rainforests?

Sleep
All people must sleep. Without sleep our bodies get tired. Then we can easily
become angry, hurt, or sick. Sleep is good for people’s health. Some people are
busy and do not get enough sleep. Some people just want to stay up late. But,
we all need enough sleep to be healthy and happy.
People need different amounts of sleep. New babies need the most sleep of

all. They sleep 16 hours each day. Babies must takemany naps. Doctors say kids
need about10 hours of sleep a night. Kids sleep more than adults. Adults need
about 8 hours of sleep a night. Enough sleep is good for all people.
We do not know why sleep is so good for us. Some doctors believe sleep lets

people rest and dream. Rest is good for a person’s body andmind. Restful sleep
helps people to live longer. People who get enough sleep can fight sickness
better. Students who sleepmore usually have better grades. Rested people play
sports better.
Without enough sleep bad things can happen. Tired drivers have more car

accidents. Tired kids do not remember things well. They may have trouble
paying attention. Theymay get upset easily. Tired people also havemore stress.
Some things can help you sleep. Caffeine and sugar in soda can keep you up

at night. Drink less soda to sleep better. Eating too much right before going to
bed is bad for sleep. Exercising in the day can help you sleep at night. A warm
bath can make sleeping easier. Some people sleep better when it is very dark.
They turn out all the lights for better sleep. Many things help you sleep. You
need good sleep. Sleep more and you can do more!

Smoking Cigarettes
Most people know that smoking cigarettes is bad for us. It is not a good idea
to do something that can hurt you. Smoking can hurt you. It can hurt other
people too. Most of us do not like to smell smoke. It is hard to breathe around
smoke. Being around smoke canmake you sick. This is really sad for babies and
children. Smoking can make people stay away from you.
Smoking costs a lot of money. It costs a lot of money to buy a pack of

cigarettes. People who smoke a lot spend lots of money. They should save their
money for good things. Smoking can cause poor health. Smokers then have to
pay for more trips to the doctor. If you smoke, you may have an empty wallet.
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People who smoke can have many health problems. Many smokers can’t
breathewell. Smoking is bad for their lungs. Itmakes themcougha lot. Smoking
can cause cancer. It can cause heart problems, too. Smoking is bad for your eyes
as well. Smoking causes bad breath. Smokers also get yellow teeth. Doctors say
that smoking can shorten your life by 10 years or more!
In the past, a lot of people smoked. There used to be smoking ads on tv.

Today fewer people smoke. There are less ads for smoking on tv. Nowwe know
smoking is a hard habit to break. Once you start, it is very hard to stop. It is so
much better to never start smoking. Then you don’t have a problem.
Some kidsmay start smoking just because they’re curious. Othersmay think

it is cool. Kids might have friends who smoke. Some kids think smoking makes
them look like an adult. Smoking is one of the worst things kids or adults can
do to their bodies. There is no good reason to start smoking!

Solar Energy
In the u.s., more than 10,000 homes are run by solar energy. Light, heat, and
energy that come fromthe sun is solar energy. Peoplehaveused energy from the
sun for many years. People first used it to create fire. There are two ways solar
energy can be used today. It is used for making heat and for making electricity.
Solar energy can heat homes. This is done using a flat plate collector. The

plates take in sunlight and use it to heat air orwater. The heat from the sun then
travels through a building’s pipes. The unused energy is stored in big batteries.
Saved energy can be used at night.
The second kind makes electricity. This is possible through the use of solar

panels. These are often found on the roofs of buildings. On top of roofs, they
get energy from the sun. Solar electricity plants are found in areas that are hot
and dry. The world’s largest solar power plant is in California.
There are pros and cons to solar energy. Solar energy uses the unlimited

supply of sunlight which is good. Other forms of energy use coal or gas. There
is a limited supply of those on Earth. Also no pollution is created by using
energy from the sun. However, solar energy costs a lot of money because of
the machines needed. It can also be hard to switch to a new form of energy.
Most of the power in the United States is made using coal or gas. This

is because of the high price of solar energy. Energy from the sun could be
used more often. People would need to use less energy for this to happen. It
can be done by turning off the tv when you are not watching it. You could
also hang dry your clothes. Overall, solar energy can make a difference in the
world.
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DoWeNeed Space Travel?
Earth is a part of a large solar system. The solar system has the sun and many
other planets in space. People have wanted to go into space for many years.
Scientists worked hard to go into space. We have had a space program in our
country for more than 50 years. Scientists made fast rockets for space travel.
These rockets can go 7 miles in one second! They are strong and break free
from gravity. Some rockets can take astronauts into space. Other rockets take
machines into space to get information and bring back samples.
Nowwe can travel in space. But, space travel is hard and costs a lot of money.

Some people say we should stop spending time andmoney on space travel.We
have spent many billions of dollars on space travel. Building one rocket can
costmore than a billion dollars. Think aboutwhatwe could dowith thatmoney
here onEarth.Wehavemanyproblems.There aremany sick childrenwhoneed
help. Some families do not have homes or enough food to eat.We should spend
time andmoney helping people on Earth.We have other problems.We need to
save the rainforest and stop global warming.
We will get more for our money if we explore our oceans instead of space.

90%of the ocean floor has not been studied. Studying oceans costs lessmoney
and can help us learn new things. We can learn how to make more water to
drink. We can learn how to make newmedicines frommany sea creatures.
Some scientists say we can learn how to make it rain where and when we

want it to. We need to spend our money on this. Then, we can grow more
food and help people and help the Earth. We can learn how to stop global
warming. There are many good reasons to stop spending time and money on
space travel.

Space Travel
We learn from space travel. Space travel is very important. Earth is part of a
large solar system. This solar system has our sun and many planets. People
wanted to go to other planets for a long time. Scientists worked many years
to go into space. Now rockets can travel away from Earth. Spaceships can even
travel further than our solar system.
People who fly in rockets are called astronauts. They travel far away from

Earth to study outer space. Astronauts cannot breathe in outer space. They
wear space suits to get air they need. They eat special food in the rockets.
They cannot eat normal food in space. Some rockets do not have astronauts.
These rockets have machines that bring back information and new samples
from space.
The Earth may run out of resources. Our solar system has many resources.

Space travel canmake it possible to get resources from space. Many people live
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on Earth.More people are born every second. Theywill need newplaces to live.
Some people think we can make more room to live in space.
Scientists who study space travel have discoveredmany things. These things

help us on earth. Space travel has helped create new technology. Cell phones,
the internet, and cable tv are things we use that scientists who study space
travel helped invent. Scientists who worked on space travel helped develop
newmedical approaches like an artificial heart pump. They helped invent new
breathing systems for fire fighters. They even helped us learn how to keep our
food safer.
Space travel also helps our economy. Space travel creates jobs. Space travel

creates inventions we can sell. We spend a lot of money on space travel. The
money we spend is worth it because space travel helps us in many ways.

Teamwork
Teamwork is people working together. Teams can work together in sports,
home, and school. Teamwork is very good. Life can be hard. Working in teams
makes life easier. People on teams feel better. Teams speed up work. Together
we can learn and do more than one person. This makes the world better.
Teams are good for people. Joining a team can help you meet new kids.

Teams may think in new ways. Teammembers can listen to each other’s ideas.
Some ideas may solve problems. Teams solve more problems together. A team
member may own helpful books or tools they can share. Then other members
do not have to buy these helpful things. Teamwork can save money!
Teams share work. Kids can split up chores at home or school. Each kid can

do a chore. The stronger kid can lift heavy trash bags. The smaller kid can clean
under the beds. This makes chores easy. Soon chores are done. Teams also split
the work in sports, like soccer. The faster kids can run more. Bigger kids can
protect the goal. The best working team wins.
People make new friends on teams. This makes teamwork fun. Team mem-

bers may not get lonely. They have each other. Many people on teams feel good
about themselves. This is because strong teams build care and respect. If a per-
son is down, teammembers can cheer that member up. Being helped makes a
personwant to return the kindness. This is at the heart of teamwork. Being part
of a team can make a person happier.
How can you be part of a team?Watch out for teams you want to join. Know

your strengths. Ask if they need your skills. It is important to be a team player.
At times, working together is hard. Stick with it, and your team will grow. Be
good to your team, and they will be good to you.
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Watching tv
Kids between ages 6 and 11 watch about 28 hours of tv weekly. That is like
watching a whole day of tv each week! Experts are people who study things.
Experts say some kids who watch a lot of tv get lower grades. These children
may have a hard time getting along with others. Experts are not sure why some
kids have these problems.
Kid’s brains need input from all body parts. tv only uses eyes and ears.

Making crafts uses eyes and hands. Playing outside games uses legs and arms.
Cooking food uses noses, eyes, and hands. Our brains learn more from actions
that use many body parts. Using all of our senses helps our brain grow.
Kids learn best frompeople. Talking and listening is key at school and home.

Whenwatching tv, people don’t talk to each other asmuch. Comparewatching
tv to reading a book together. People learn more words when they read. The
book’swords usually takemore brainpower. People learnwhen they play games
together, too. It is not as helpful to sit by each other and watch tv. It is better to
be active with each other.
Experts say kids whowatch tvmay havemore trouble focusing. Their brains

like a faster pace. School and real lifemay seem slower and boring to these kids.
Also, the sounds from tv may be distracting. It can keep part of kids’ brains
thinking about the tv show. This can happen even when they are talking to
someone else.
There are many things to do besides watching tv. Kids might play with

friends. Reading books is also fun. Kids could play with toys or build things.
Going outside is also nice. Kids can choose tv or something more active!

Reasons toWatch tv
Almost all people in theushave tvs. In fact, 99%of us homeshave a tv. People
may own tvs because tvs can be a good learning tool. It is easy to see a faraway
place on tv.
People learn a lot from tv. Sesame Street and Dora the Explorer are cartoons

that help kids learn about letters and other places. Some kids like history
shows. Kids can learn about famouspeople.Others like travel or cooking shows.
Finally, people can watch sports games played in cities far from them.
tv can be very helpful. Kids can learn how to make crafts or projects. They

might see someone sew. Some people on tv build with wood and metal.
Curious kids can find out how things work. On tv, kids can see how things

are made. They can see how homes are repaired. Kids can even see buildings
being built! They can watch airplanes, cars, or trains. They can see big trucks
and cranes at work. Kids want to know more about what they learn at school.
Science and other educational shows help with schoolwork.
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Bywatching tv, children see jobs they can dowhen they are adults. Kids can
see artists. They can see chefs and clothes designers. Kids can watch people
build small or large things, too!
People can listen to new languages on tv. It is easier to learn English or

Spanish when you hear people talk. Kids can read closed caption words on tv,
too. This helps them learn to read. They see words and hear them at the same
time.
Kidsmay have problemswith school or friends. Friends disagree sometimes.

It helps when families watch tv together. Adults and kids can talk about how
to solve problems.

Effects of Video Games
Video games are played all over theworld. Almost all childrenplay video games.
The average school age child spends over 37 hours a week in front of a screen.
Screen time can be video games, tv, dvds, or computers. Kids really should not
spend more than two hours per day in front of all screens.
When kids play video games, they sit around. This means they exercise less.

Some kids even play games for too many hours every day. These kids don’t play
outside. Their bodies need to move. Children who play a lot of video games
can get sick. Kids playing video games usually eat while they play. They also
do not always eat healthy food. These kids are not on the school playground or
outside at the park. Video games are usually played alone. Children may feel
lonelier than other kids who play with friends.
Some people think video games are bad. There are different kinds of fighting

on tv. Some games have violence, too. Some kids get angry after playing a video
game. Games canmake kids confused. Video gamesmay cause kids to feel very
sad.
Playing video games for long hours can damage children’s sleep. If kids don’t

sleep enough, they are grumpy. Kids also get sick more when they don’t sleep
well. Some kids have back and arm pains from playing video games. They
sit still for too long. Watching a screen for long periods can also cause eye
problems.
Some children develop a video game habit. Sometimes playing games too

much makes kids crave more time to play the games. This can be very bad.
Video games are very popular. Many kids have games at home. Video games
can change your brain. Some of these brain changes are not good.

Video Games
Playing video games can be fun! Video games are very popular. Many kids have
video games. Some kids spend a lot of time playing video games. Kids should
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not spend too much time playing video games. But, playing video games can
be a good thing if you don’t overdo it. Playing games builds thinking skills. It
takes a lot of focus to play a video game. Kids pay close attention in a video
game. Kids also learn patience playing games. Patience helps in other areas of
life. Focus and patience also help in school.
Some games help with school. There are games about times in history.

Players can act out roles from the past in these video games. Some games have
math problems. Games can be good learning tools. Kids can learn to solve
problems. Players must plan moves. They have to think about problems. They
have to make good choices. Also, some video games help with reading. Video
games can make learning fun.
Video games also help with hand-eye coordination. That means eyes and

hands work together. Eyes see something on the screen. Hands react. That may
help with sports. It may help with hobbies like crafts, too. Some games let kids
shop. They can buy and sell things with fake money. In these games kids have
to budget, or plan what to spend. That means kids cannot spend more money
than they have. They also want to buy items at a fair price. Spending money
in a game teaches kids about value. That helps kids learn about money in real
life.
Video games teach kids how to set goals. Players learn about setting goals.

Kids can try to reach their goals in games. Sometimes kids do not reach their
goals. They learn not to give up. Kids learn it is important to keep trying.

Year Round Schools
A school year must have 180 days of classes. Each school chooses when to
have classes. Many schools have classes formanymonths. They have only short
breaks during these months. Then these schools have a long summer vacation.
Most schools are like this today.
There is a new idea called year round school. Year round schools have classes

for nine weeks. After that kids have a long break from school. The break lasts
three or four weeks. Then year round schools have classes again. This happens
all year. Students in year round schools have classes for 180 days. School breaks
happen more often.
Students in year round schools still get a good summer break. This is fun

because kids can play. They can see friends who go to other schools. It is also
nice to relax in the summer. Kids can do things they enjoy. They can still play
summer sports. Some kids go to camp. When children are older, they can still
get a summer job.
Many students like year round school. They feel it helps them learn. Kids can

easily forget what they learned over a long summer break. A shorter summer
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break helps with memory. Giving many breaks keeps students refreshed. It
helps students stay excited about school. Students also like the break from
studying. They have less stress. This can help them focus on school work.
Many teachers also like year round school. Teachers say the breaks give

them time to plan better lessons. This can make class more exciting. These
teachers also say they have less stress with your round school. They also say
their students learn more and this makes them happy.
Parents also enjoy year round school. They can take kids on trips during fall

and spring breaks.Most kids are in school at this time. A family can go to places
like DisneyWorld when it is less busy. Parents also like shorter summer breaks.
It is easier to find things to do for a shorter summer break. Year round school is
exciting!
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Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree: lesson # 1

___ 1. Introduce pow—a trick good writers use, for many things they write.
___ 2. Go over parts of pow, discuss each.
___ 3. Describe and discuss the concept of notes. Emphasize that a good

way to remember pow is to remember that it gives them POWer for
everything they write.

___ 4. Practice pow
___ 5. Discuss Opinion Essays and what it means to persuade.
___ 6. Discuss writing a powerful opinion essay: gets the reader’s attention

and tells the reader what you believe, gives the reader at least 3 good
reasonswhy youbelieve it, gives explanations for each reasons, andhas
a good ending sentence that sums up your reasons. You want to try to
convince the reader to agree with you. A good opinion essay is fun to
write and fun to read.

___ 7. We will learn a trick for remembering the parts when we write a story;
helps us organize our notes. Introduce tree.

___ 8. Discuss each part of tree and how it relates to a tree.
___ 9. Practice tree.
___ 10. Find tree parts in essay and make notes on graphic organizer.
___ 11. Count up all the parts—a good persuasive essay has at least 8 parts!
___ 12. Explain linking words, give out linking word chart. Find linking words

in this essay.
___ 13. LessonWrap Up—“test” next time

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree: lesson # 2

___ 1. Test (and practice) pow and tree. Review aspects of a powerful opin-
ion essay.

___ 2. Find each part of tree in model essay. Teacher models making notes
on graphic organizer.
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___ 3. Examine and discuss the parts, count andmake sure they are all there.
A good essay has at least 8 parts.

___ 4. Review and find linkingwords in essay. Addwords to individual linking
word lists.

___ 5. LessonWrap Up

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree: lesson # 3

___ 1. Test pow & tree. Review aspects of a powerful opinion essay.
___ 2. Find each part of tree in a poor essay—this essay has reasons that do

notmake sense or are not very good, poor ormissing linkingwords, and
a poor ending. Come up with other or better reasons, linking words,
and ending; make notes on graphic organizer.

___ 3. Rewrite essay together with students help using new reasons, linking
words, and ending.

___ 4. Examine the parts, count andmake sure they are all there: 8 parts! (Can
be more than 8 if you added extra reasons.)

___ 5. Review and find linking words.
___ 6. LessonWrap Up

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree: lesson # 4

___ 1. Test pow & tree.
___ 2. Find tree in 1–2more essays; Think of other or better reasons; Teacher

models making notes on graphic organizer. Students can help. note:
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one and two paragraph essays are available for this les-
son. Examine the parts, count and make sure they are all there: 8 or
more! Find linking words, discuss alternative linking words, add to list
if desired.

___ 3. Model and discuss using self-statements for “p” in pow.
___ 4. Discuss using “o” in pow; review tree graphic organizer for o
___ 5. Model making notes on graphic organizer for new prompt for all parts

of tree, students may help. Model making sure you have notes for all
8 parts (or more).

___ 6. Model making notes for linking words.
___ 7. Model “w” in pow—writing the opinion essay from your notes. Use

self-statements (problem definition, planning, self-evaluation, check-
ing for all parts, self-reinforcing, coping and/or being creative). Change
or improve at least one reason or explanation as you write.

___ 8. Students fill in personal self-statement sheets.
___ 9. Count parts of story and graph this story using rocket. Use star for each

linking word.
___ 10. LessonWrap-Up

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree: lesson # 5

___ 1. Test pow + tree. Review. Prepare to wean off graphic organizer. Stu-
dentswritemnemonic on scratch paperwith powacross top and tree
down the side.

___ 2. if needed: Find tree in 1–2 more essays, Think of other or better
reasons and linking words. Teacher models making notes on graphic
organizer. Examine the parts, count and make sure they are all there.
note: One and two paragraph essays are available for this lesson.

___ 3. Collaborative writing, teacher leads. Do each step of pow + tree. Use
self-statements. Students do as much as possible.

___ 4. Count all parts—8ormore; Graph essay on rocket; star for each linking
word and extra reason.

___ 5. LessonWrap Up
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# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree: lesson # 6

___ 1. Test pow + tree. Continue to wean off graphic organizer. Students
writemnemonic on scratch paperwith powacross top and tree down
the side.

___ 2. if needed: Analyze and revise another poor essay. Think of other
or better reasons and linking words. Teacher models making notes on
graphic organizer. Examine the parts, count andmake sure they are all
there.

___ 3. Establish prior performance. (Tell students not to worry if they don’t
have all parts, lets see how the “tricks” are helping us.) Help students
count parts as needed. Have students graph this number on a rocket
chart they will use for the next essays they write.

___ 4. Set a goal to continue writing better papers and to have at least 8 parts.
Review elements of powerful persuasive essays.

___ 5. Lesson Wrap Up. begin discussing with students how they
can use pow + tree at other times than in class. as appro-
priate, discuss how students can use pow + tree when they
take a writing test that asks them to write an opinion
essay (relate to state or school testing).

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:
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Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree + twa: lesson # 7

___ 1. Review pow+tree.
___ 2. Informational text gives information about a topic and but does not

always include one standpoint. Trick for reading informational text is
twa (to add to tricks, pow+tree).

___ 3. Introduce twa. Show and discuss twa mnemonic as a strategy to use
before, during, and after reading to better understand text.

___ 4. ThinkBeforeReading (using the two steps in t). 1. Discuss “Think about
author’s purpose.” / 2. Discuss “Think about your own ideas for reasons
and explanations.”

___ 5. While Reading (using the two steps in w). 1. Discuss “Think about
reading speed.” / 2. Discuss “Reread and mark Rs and Es.”

___ 6. After Reading. 1. Discuss “Think about what will persuade your reader”
/ 2. Discuss “Make notes for reasons and explanations you will write
about.”

___ 7. Explain use of pow+tree+twa when we use informational text to
write persuasive essays.

___ 8. On scratch paper, practice writing pow and tree.
___ 9. Write out twa mnemonic on the scratch paper (with each letter fol-

lowed by two spaces) and review letters orally. Review importance of
twabefore, during, and after reading. Stress using pow+tree+twq for
persuasive essays (to give us even more power) for our writing.

___ 10. Wrap-up. Next time “test” on twa.

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree + twa: lesson # 8

___ 1. Reviewtwa.Write strategy reminder on blank sheet (with spaces). Ask
what each letter stands for. Orally practice twa. (Practice twa together
if students need help.)
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___ 2. Ask why twa is important to use when reading informational arti-
cles/text. Discuss examples of how twa can help reading informa-
tional text when one writes a persuasive essay.

___ 3. As needed, review pow + tree as used with twa.
___ 4. Introduce twa checklist to use when reading article, showing students

how to use the checklist.
___ 5. Discuss informational versus persuasive text. Model how to determine

whether source text is informational or persuasive by reading through
sentences as needed.

___ 6. Model pow+tree+twa using informational article (students may
assist.) Use self-statements while modeling pow+tree+twa. Include
strong topic sentence that catches readers’ attention, reasons & expla-
nations, and good ending. Check off twa checklist as it is completed:
t: Author’s purpose / My ideas for r & e as notes on scratch paper
w: Reading speed / Rereading parts & marking r & e in text
a: Pick ideas to persuade the reader / Make notes for r & e in tree

___ 7. Remind students to think about the reader (classmate, teacher, parent,
etc.) but that when taking a writing test, the reader may be scorer who
will look to see that you used your ideas and information from text.

___ 8. Graph this essay using rockets. Count all parts. —Give extra point for
each place source text is used for reason or explanation. Discuss how
and why this essay is the best so far.

___ 9. Develop self-instructions to use with twa and record on self-state-
ments sheet. Remind students they may say these things in their head.

___ 10. Wrap-Up. “Test” on twa next time.

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow + tree + twa: lesson # 9

___ 1. Review twa (and, if needed, practice pow+tree)
___ 2. Begin group collaborative writing; share prompt. Remind students we

may agree or disagree with the position, but our job it to provide good
reasons and explanations to write a really good persuasive essay. Use
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my ideas and ideas from informational text for reasons. Let students
lead as much as possible.

___ 3. Start with p: Pick my idea. Identify what assignment requires.
___ 4. Go to o: Organizemy notes. Need to do twa first.Write twa on scratch

paper with two lines for each, as before.
___ 5. Do two steps for t, mark off on scratch paper. (Author’s purpose / My

ideas for r & e as notes on scratch paper)
___ 6. Do two steps forw,mark off on scratch paper. (Reading speed / Reread-

ing parts & marking r & e in text)
___ 7. Do two steps for a, mark off on scratch paper. (Pick ideas to persuade

the reader / Make notes for r & e in tree)
___ 8. Write & organize notes using tree (as o from pow).
___ 9. Write your essay and say more (as w from pow)
___ 10. Graph This Essay using rocket sheet.
___ 11. Wrap-Up. “Test” on twa next time. Discuss using pow+tree+twa

at other times. Discuss places to find informational text (books from
school, library, home, online, etc.)

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

Observer: ____________ Date: ____________

pow +tree+twa: lesson # 10
Level of support anticipated / Teacher decisions made prior to lesson

– Reading Source Text: Group/Supported/Alone
– Marking Rs/Es in Text: Group/Supported/Alone
– Planning: Group/Supported/Alone
– Writing the essay: Group/Supported/Alone
– Use of folders: Encouraged/Only As Needed/Not Using Folders at All
– Writing Session: Timed/Untimed
– Anticipated Next Lesson: 1. Group/Supported/Alone 2. Timed/Untimed/
Post Probe

___ 1. Review twa, pow, and/or tree, if needed
___ 2. Begin writing; share prompt. Remind students we may agree or dis-
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agree with the position, but our job it to provide good reasons and
explanations to write a really good persuasive essay. Use my ideas
and ideas from informational text for reasons. Use format (group/sup-
ported/alone) for each aspect above as determined prior to the lesson.

___ 3. Start with p: Pick my idea. Identify what assignment requires.
___ 4. Go to o: Organizemy notes. Need to do twa first.Write twa on scratch

paper with two lines for each, as before.
___ 5. Do two steps for t, mark off on scratch paper. (Author’s purpose / My

ideas for r & e as notes on scratch paper)
___ 6. Do two steps forw,mark off on scratch paper. (Reading speed / Reread-

ing parts & marking r & e in text)
___ 7. Do two steps for a, mark off on scratch paper. (Pick ideas to persuade

the reader / Make notes for r & e in tree)
___ 8. Write & organize notes using tree (as o from pow).
___ 9. Write your essay and say more (as w from pow)
___ 10. Graph This Essay. Count the parts. Color the rocket sheets.
___ 11. Wrap Up. Format for next time shared (see Support/Teacher Decisions

section above).
___ 12. Used Self-Statements (throughout).
___ 13. Reminders, as needed: Limit the number of Rs/Es we find tomeet time

requirements. Scorers look for Rs/Es from writer’s ideas and from text
given.

# of steps completed ratio:
# of steps possible

Notes:

v Materials Table of Contents
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2. tree Graphic Organizer
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10. pow + tree + twa Certificate
11. Examples of StudentWork

*Materials—In this section, all of the materials developed for the classroom
are provided. This includes student handouts, bulletin board idea, a comple-
tion certificate, and examples of student work.

figure 6.20 Mnemonic chart
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figure 6.21 tree graphic organizer
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figure 6.22 Self-statements
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figure 6.23 Self-statement for bulletin board
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figure 6.24 Rockets
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figure 6.25 Linking words attention getters chart
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figure 6.26 Practice cards pow

figure 6.27 Practice cards tree
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figure 6.28 Practice cards twa

figure 6.29 Practice cards twa
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figure 6.30 pow + tree + twa certificate
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figure 6.31 Student using twa strategy to mark informational text
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figure 6.32 Student using pow + tree + twa to make notes using own ideas and ideas from
source text to plan a persuasive essay
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figure 6.33 Student composed persuasive essay using pow + tree + twa
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figure 6.34 Student using twa strategy to mark informational text
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figure 6.35 Student using pow + tree + twa to make notes using own ideas and ideas from
source text to plan a persuasive essay
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figure 6.36 Student composed persuasive essay using pow + tree + twa
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figure 6.37 Student using twa strategy to mark informational text
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figure 6.38 Student using pow + tree + twa to make notes using own ideas and ideas from
source text to plan a persuasive essay
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figure 6.39 Student composed persuasive essay using pow + tree + twa
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figure 6.40 Student progress monitoring using rockets
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figure 6.41 Student self-statement sheet
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figure 6.42 Student self-statement sheet
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figure 6.43 Student self-statement sheet
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figure 6.44 Student additions to linking words chart

vi Testing Table of Contents

1. Directions
2. Prompt and Planning Sheet

* Testing—The directions and student testing sheets that were used during the
research study for administering a pre-test and post-test are provided. They
are provided as a guide for teachers. We do recommend pre-testing students.
This will allow the teacher, students, and parents to clearly see improvement
in persuasive writing.
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Directions for Administering OpinionWriting Prompts
*Please read aloud all text written in bold.

Hand out the writing assessment to each student and be sure they have some-
thing to write with.

Please look at thematerial I gave you. The first page is the articlewewill read
together. The second page tells you the topic of the essay you will write and
provides a place for you to plan your essay. The last pages are lined sheets of
paper for writing your essay. Does everyone have all of these pages?

Check to make sure every student has all the pages.

Please write your name and date on each page.

Check to make sure every student has written his/her name and the date on
every page.

Most students have an opinion one way or another about a variety of topics.
I am going to ask each of you to write an opinion essay. Your essay prompt is:

Read the specific essay prompt that corresponds with the article topic.

Before writing your essay we will read together a short article. I will read the
essay to you, while you read along with me on your own copy of the article.
Ok, let’s read together. (Read the article aloud.)

Do you have any questions?

When you start to write, if you need another piece of paper, please let me
know.

Please remember, I cannot help youwrite your essay. Do the best you can.
I also cannot help you with spelling. If you are not sure how to spell a word,
spell it the best you can. Remember to write neatly so your essay can be
read.

Youwill have asmuch timeas youneed toplanandwrite your essay clearly
responding to the prompt:

Read the specific essay prompt that corresponds with the article topic.
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At the end of session, pick up the students’ papers. Make sure you have all of
the pages. If a student finishes early, tell them they can draw a picture on the
back of one of the pages that would help convince the reader about their topic.

important: If a child is off-task or not paying attention when you are pro-
viding directions, please direct him/her to pay attention. If a student appears
off-task during thewriting period,movenext to themand if necessary ask them
quietly and privately to work on the writing task.

Prompt and Planning Sheet
Name:
Date:

Directions:Write an essay to your __________ (classmates/ parents/ teachers)
persuading them _________________________________________________________.




